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Marketing Flan

if one takes care of the

the end will take care of lurn

—Mohandas Gandhi

This fishing hare manufacturer
I know had all these flashy

gnen and purple lures. I askl,
Do fish take theserCharlfe/"

he said, Idc,u'ueil these
lures tuflsk
-hares Munger

LEARNING OJECTWES
Upon completion of this chapter, you wili be able to

1. DESCRIBE the principles of building a
guerrilla marketing plan and explain the
benefits of preparing one.

2. EXPLAIN how small businesses can
prnpolrn their target markets.

3. DISCUSS the role of marker research in
building a guerilla marketing plan arid
otiiiiric i hemarket iesech process.

4. DESCRIBE how a small business can build
a competitive edge in the marketplace
using guerrilla marketing strategies:
customer locus, qualiry, convenience,
innovation, service, and speed.

5. DISCUSS the marketing opporiunitieB the
Word Wide Web (WWW) offers
enlrepreuis and how to best take
advantage of them.

G. DISCUSS the fur Ps of markeiing-
product, place, price, and promotion—and
their role in building a
marketing strategy.



The culmination of the next five chapters is the creation of an important business tool: the
business plan a valuable document that defines what an entrepreneur plans to accomplish in
both quantitative and qualitative terms and how she plans to accomplish it. A business plan con-
solidates many of the topics we have discussed in preceding chapters with those of the next four
chapters to produce a concise statement of how an entrepreneur plans to achieve success in the
marketplace.

Too often, business plans describe in great detail what the entrepreneur intends to accom-
plish (e.g., "the financials") and pay little, if any, attention to the strategies to achieve those tar-
gets. Too many entrepreneurs squander enormous effort pulling together capital, people, and
other resources to sell their products and services because they fail to determine what it will
take to attract and keep a profitable customer base. Sometimes they fail to determine if a prof-
itable customer base even exists To be effective, a solid business plan must contain both a
financial plan and a marketing plan. Like the financial plan, an effective marketing plan pro-
jects numbers and analyzes them but from a different perspective. Rather than focus on cash
flow, net income, and owner's equity. the marketing plan concentrates on the customer.

This chapter is devoted to creating an effective marketing plan, which is a subset of a total
business plan. Before producing reams of computer-generated spreadsheets of financial projec-
tions, an entrepreneur must determine what to sell, to whom and how, on what terms and at
what price, and how to get the product or service to the customer. In short, a marketing plan
identifies a company's target customers and describes how that business will attract and keep
them. Its primary focus is capturing and maintaining a competitive edge for a small business.

BUILDING A GUERRILLA MARKETING PLAN

principles of building a
guerrilla marketing plan
and explain the bene&a
of preparing one.

Marketing—the process of
creating and delivering desired
goods and services to customers,

voters all of the activities
associated with winnin g and
retaining loyal customers.

guerrilla marketing
strategies—.unconventional,
/aw-Cost, creative marketing
strategies designed to give small
Companies 	 edge over their
/aiget, richer, more power/hi rivals.

Marketing is the process of creating and delivering desired goods and services to customers
and involves all of the activities associated with winning and retaining loyal customers. The
secret to successful marketing is to understand what your target customers' needs, demands,
and wants are before your competitors can; offer them the products and services that will sat-
isfy those needs, demands, and wants: and provide customers service, convenience, and value
so that they will keep coming back. Unfortunately, there appears to be a sizable gap between
sound marketing principles and actual marketing practices among small businesses. One study
of small company marketing practices by Dun & Bradstreet revealed many serious weaknesses.
For instance, the study found that just one in five small business owners creates a strategic mar-
keting plan and that the most common sales approach is to react to customer orders rather than
to proactively seek them out. (Efforts are so passive that walk-in traffic was cited as the most
popular sales method.) The study also revealed that word-cf-month promotion and referrals
comprise the typical small company's marketing efforts.'

In a small business, the marketing function cuts across the entire company, affecting every
aspect of its operation—from finance and production to hiring and purchasing - as well as the
company's ultimate success. As the global business environment becomes more turbulent and
competition becomes more intense, small business owners must understand the importance of
developing creative marketing strategies; their success and survival depend on it. A marketing
plan is norjust for megacorporations competing in international markets. Although they may be
small in size and cannot isiatch their larger rivals' marketing budgets, entrepreneurial compa-
nies are not powerless when is comes to developing effective marketing strategies. By using
guerrilla marketing strategies—unconventional, low-cost, creative techniques—small com-
panies can wring as much or more "bang" from their marketing bucks. For instance, facing the
power of discount giants such as Wal-Mart, Target, and "category killer" superstores such as
Best Buy and Circuit City determined to increase their market shares, small retail shops are
turning to guerrilla marketing tactics to lure new customers and to keep existing ones. One
small retailer explains, "If the chains are the steamships plowing through the ocean, then we
have to be the cigarette [racing] boats zipping around and through them, changing di rection on
a dime. That must be our advantage when going up against the tremendous cash and resources
of the biggies."

An effective marketing campaign does not require an entrepreneur to spend large amounts of
money, but it does demand creativity and ingenuity.
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i/it-s Johnson used the network of connections she heid developed of her jobs with ABC rind P/BC

Neics to laivudi Women for (fire, a New York Cit '-_ba,sed evecutii'e search firm that specializes
in tttatc-hing high -profile female emploi'ees with large companies in major cities across the
United States. In her first year of operation. Johnson convinced a friend who worked in the mar'
feting depot-tow-nt at Cosmopolitan magazine to introduce her co top marketing .managei-s. In i/is
meeting, she pitched the idea of collaborating with Cosmopolitan to sponsor corner fairs a/men
at upscale pmfs-ss iooal mi omen, a market that both the nisgsat'ine ia-id Johnson's Sampan's si-c-c
targeting. Cosmopolitan managers agreed and gave Johnson free space in their magazine to
promote the career fairs and the r ight to use the Cosmopolitan name and logo in her own pro-
,notioni,l materials. Johnson even convinced them to sponsor free 'goodie bags' for partici-
pants The career fatrs were a huge hit, and their success earned Johnson an tnteri'sets- on NBC's
The Today Show, gicing her compan y even more national exposure. Johnson's guerrilla market-
ing techniques have helped her company generate more than $1 million in annual 30/es-'

IA Cnnpany Eiu.mplo -

—

A sound guai-r-sita mai-keting plan reflects a company's understanding of its customer and
recognizes that satisfying the customer is the foundation of ever y business. Its purpose is to
build a strategy of success for a business—but from the customer's point of view. Indeed. the
customer is the central player in the cast of every business venture. According to marketing
expert Ted Levitt, the primary purpose of a business is not to earn a prolit: instead, it is 'to cre-
ate and keeps customer. The rest, given reasonable good sense, will take care of itself :' 4 Every
area of the business must practice putting the customer firs is planrisog and actions.

A guerrillamarketing plan should accomplish four objectives:

- It -should pinpoint the specific target markets the small company will serve.

2. It should determine customer needs and wants throu gh market research.
3. It should analyse the firm's competitive advarstagec and build a guerrilla marketing strategy

around them.	 -	 -

4 It should help create a marketing mix that meets customer needs and wants.

The rest of this chapter focuses on building a customer orientation into these bus objr'ctvz-,
of the small company's marketing plan.

PINPOINTING THE TARGET MARKET

One Ut the first stern in building a guerrilla marketing plait is to identify a small comlmpattv 1'

target market--the spechc group of customers at whom- the company aim,s its goods or scm--
"ices. The n,ores business earns. shout its ocaj markets, its'. cnstomer and 'heir buying habi's
and preferences, the more precisely it can focus its marketing efforts on the group(s) of
prospesti'.-e and existing customers who are most likely to bu y its products or 'services. Most
marketing esperts contend that the greate s t marketing mistake small businesses make is failing
to define cleans' she target market to be served. In other words. most small businesses follow a
shoigsin approach" to marketing. hr:ng marketing blasts at every customer that the y see, hop-

ing to capture pist corns of thorn Although this approach can wi,rk to get a smelt business
estrshlis.hed, it can lead to serious problems bra u compar iv sos-ag it to Try to grow. Most entre-
prericrirs Si rnpiy causiot use show-sri cnarkefirig techoiqncs .and 'sotrit Ste successfull y with larger
riseS and th , ic deep pockets. These eisirepreneura develop rice prisiect:. lihtu do nut sell
because thrn are net ta.reted at a peciflc audience's need's: the y broadcast ad that attempt to
reach everyone uns-] end up reaching no one they spend precious tsrnr and rnosie y try/rig to
re-ch customers who are not the most profstishle, and many of the customers the y Site-act lease
'se,;susc the y do not kiv, whist she co/spans stands for Why. then, is ne'vhotguis approach so
p(mp'atsnr' Er_au-c at 5 essi ass-i 'dries sot i mac1 siirc snaiket scse-aich or a mniarkcting pins' 'l'hc prob
lersi Is s-h;it the shotgun approach a saic:;-drisess ruth-cr than a cuctomer-drten ',rj'aiec''s-. Smart
enstept-vneursknssw thv sha y sj : not h 5ts'e fts tuxur/ of wasting rCsussrcrss - thts must follow a
t51&'IC targeted, nfle' appi s-au-h to maiketuig. -

Tore in,tornwr driven, in efftru ,; e markmt t nn prcgrain most be hasedone te'tr, Concise net

titUs n a C0111p,ut 1.11 i,!CL a a, list Faiiiiig so pi rq)ona i1xif targei oiarkcts r t.eviali
ii-onis-- because small flmss are deafl y- situd'ibreachissg 'small: often more concentrated market

-- Exps4ran asol
buahtasset can pirsrasime

- these sauv,y'e nstrk-'a-

taaget rnas'kst—thr speriry.
group of customers at whom o

rornpvrr, aims is vrods it :.er-,icen
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segments that their larger rivals overlook or consider too small to be profitable. A target-focused
marketing strategy can be a powerful strategic weapon for any company that lacks the financial
and physical resources of its competitors. Customers respond when companies take the time to
learn about their unique needs and offer products and services designed to satisfy them.

For instance, when Marvin and Helene Gralnick launched Chico *s PAS in 1983. they tat-greed
women of the baby-boomer generation who had plenty of purchasing power and wanted fash-
ionable but comfortable clothing. The Gralnicks focused on clothing designed for real ss'otnen
with all of their curves and imperfect ions, rather than st yles that only supermodels and pop
stars could wear. That meant pants that drape rather than cling and tops that covered the der-
riere. Chico', marketing strategy, is the same today. 'Our customer wants to be current," sax
chief financial officer Charles Kieman, 'but she also wants a more comfortable fit."
Understanding its customers' preferences, tJh,cos clothing is exciusive to its stores and Web
site, customers will not see the same items sold elsewhere. The compan y 's unique sizing also
flatters its target customers as well. Its size a fits 4-6, size ifies 8-io, size 2fltS to 12. and its
largest size, 3, fits 14-16. Chico's trains its sales clerks extensively in identifying the four basic
body types and in selecting the right st-vies that best fit each type. The company ver, cleverly
has no mirrors in the dressing morn so that customers must come outside to see themselves—
and to be "accessorized" by a sale.c clerk. Chico's marketing approach has worked so well that
even during economic recessions its sates have continued to grows

Like Chico's, the most successful businesses have well-defined portraits of the customers
they are seeking to attract. From market research, they know their customers' income levels,
lifestyles, buying patterns, likes and dislikes, and even their psychological profiles. These com-
panies establish prices appropriate to their target customers' buying power, product lines that
appeal to their tastes, and service they expect. In essence, the target customer permeates the
entire business fromthe merchandise sold to the location, layout, and decor of the store. They
have an advantage over their larger rivals because the images they have created for their com-
panies appeal to their target customers, and that's why they prosper. Without a clear picture of
its target market and the image it must create to attract those customers, a small company will
try to reach almost everyone and usually ends up appealing to almost no one.

The nation's increasingly diverse population offers businesses of all sizes tremendous mar-
keting opportunities if they target specific customers, learn how to reach them, and offer goods
and services designed specifically for them. Because of this diversity, a "one-size-fits-all"
approach to marketing no longer works. The 2000 U.S. census shows that Hispanic Americans
are now the nation's largest minority, followed by African Americans and Asian Americans.
More than l 3 percent of the U.S. population is or Hispanic origin, hut hccose they hall from
more than 20 countries, this diverse market also requires a targeted marketing approach.°

Entrepreneur Wilfredo Leon is aiming squarely at this fast-growing market by publishing
L.atino, the first Hispanic newspaper in South Carolina, Leon is publishing the paper in
Spanish, but many other publishers of newspapers and magazines aimed at the Hispanic mar-
ket use English or a combination of English and Spanish.' Strategy Research Corporation, a
marketing research firm, says that 45 . 4 percent of Hispanics prefer to read magazines and
newspapers in English. and 43 percent prefer Spanish.t

Sometimes new target markets emerge on their own, much to the surprise of a small
business owner.

When Steve Pateman took over the shoe manufacturing company his grandfather had founded,
time fasnhly bsrsiness was struggling as a result of intense global competition and rising costs in
its core market—high-quality, traditional men's shoes. Pateman was forced to cut the com-
pany 's workforce from 77 to just 22 employees. Then Pateman received a phone callfrom a cus-
tomer with an unusual request.' Could he manufacture women's shoes for cross-dressing men?

----	 _..___.. L.... ,,...,..c.,....._,, ..,.._,,,,,.i,,,.,..,, ,.,,,',	 ,Ja,,,,lnn tin,at&n.i,i ' .i tUfltyUflJ 1105UF4 r,.a,,IjJuL.,,..P...g
complete product line under the Divine label that includes faux leopard thigh boots with seven-
and-a-half-inch heels! The business has rehired many workers, takes orders from all across the
globe, and generates 50 percent of its sales from the transvestite market.9
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DETERMINING CUSTOMER NEEDS AND WANTS THROUGH
MARKET RESEARCH

t'1wt'kt t'sstSeatrJS in

I S?ta i,L_, Si*j

15w

The changing nature of the U.S. population is a potent force altering the landscape of iiiisiness
Shifting patterns in' age, income. education, race, arid other population chasa.'t.-ristic (which
are the subject or demographics; will have a major impact on companies, their cuStomers, alid
the way they do business with those customers. Businesses that ignore demographic trends ar,J
fail to adiust their strategies accordingly run the risk of becoming competitively obsolete.

A demographic trend is like a trainl a business owner must find out early on where its going
and decide whether or not to get on boat-ti. Waiting until the train is roaring down the tracks and
gaining 'speed means rt'.', too late to get on hoard However, by rheekng the schedule darly and
planting ahead, an entrepreneur ma y find himself at the train's controls wearing the engineer's
halt htmtlariy, small companies that spot demographic trends early and act oil them can gain a
distinctive edge in the market. An entrepreneur's goal is to make sure her company's marketing
plan is on track with the most si g nificant trends that are shaping the industry.

Trends are powerful forces and can be a busine s
s owner's greatest friend or greatest enemy.

lri the restaurant indtisuy, traditional fast-food chains are struggling to sustain mediocre growth
rates , whereas restaurants based or, the "fast casual" concept make up the hottest sector (refer
to Chapter 3). In fact, fast-food giants McDonald's and Wendy's have purchased promising
companies in the fast casual sector such as Boston Market, Panera Bread, Chipotle, and Baja
Fresh. Several factors are driving this trend: consumers who are "burned out" on burgers and
concerned about the health considerations of fast-food diets, the growing population of empty'
nest baby boomers who are tired of cooking, and the increasing purchasing power of members
of GenerationX. who never enjoyed cooking at home. t ° For entrepreneurs who are observant
and position their companies to intercept them, trends can be to their companies what the per
fect wave is to a surfer. For entrepreneurs who ignore them or discount their importance, trends
can leave their companies stranded like a boat stuck in the mud at low tide.

The Increasing cultural diversity i t! the United Slates is providing tremendous business opportu-
nines for entrepreneurs who are fast enough and savvy enough !O capitalize on them. Demographic
patterns indicate that by 2050, the population of Caucasians will shrink to 53 percent of the nation's
population from 72 percent in 200(.t, but the populations of other groups such as Hispanic
Americans and Asian Americans will climb rapidly. The population of Asian Americans. for
insTance, now boasis the highest rate of education of any segment and has an average household
Iticonise that exceeds that of Caucasian households by 10 ,tgWt . Rccogntzing the potential of this
demographic trend, Cubes KI-talid, a former model of Pakistani descent, launched Real Cosmetics,
a com parer that produce:., a line of cosmetics aimed specifically at Asian women.

The Value of Market Research

lv performing some basic market research, small business owners can detect key demogmprtic arid
market trenm:ls. Indeed, t'r'efl- hsj nes y cart benefit from a better understanding of its market, can-
tumcrs, and cnttitpetitoc-s. "Mrki information is Just as much a haisinets asFet and just as important
its 's's,.r invsntcirv or fhr m:trhirss y ou have cr. the hank rourrt,"etv.s soc naalreting c:onsuitant 1 2

Market research is the vehicle for L'aihenrig the inforrnatioim that sc-rica as the foundation for the
marketing plan It involoc',systernaticajly collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data pertaining to a
company's market, customers, and cc'n-ipetdors. The objective of market research is to team how to
irripirse the 1a5l of atiitsfacuon ft,t- essting customers and Its finch ways to attract ne-a customers.
Market resnarr,'h answers ei t :-,suon.s .such as: Who are m y customers and potential OJstomneiS? What
arc they looking [cr'? What kind of people are they? Where do they lice? How often do the y buy
these products or sersices? What atodels, styles, colors, or flavors do they prefer? Why dc of don't
[hey ouy [torn city t'ustness .. How do the sirengths of my product or service serve their needs and
wants? What hours co rhey porter tO sho p'.' How do they perceive ; fl y busuiess'? Whsoh advertising
toedia are likely is, reach therni -, lint, do custw'ricrs perceive my b'intnt.ev versus ro y ';oniperin.rs?
lhsv:r:fciman.aca:rsan integral part of developtog a mstrkehng plan that produces safes,

Wl'ierr marketing their goods and services, small corrtpanic-S must avoid mistakes 'oecactse there
5 nce margin for en'or when fat-ideate ,carcr and budgets are tight Small buiness titnply caittait

afford to Status th 'rr target rr.strktvts, and market research can help them zero in run the boll's.eyc.

doiea–the ready of

important popukrrior
ci,WtittviutS riu,Ji Us age, ,,a,v,i,c.

educoSn, race, and others.

,'narkee retaearch—the ,'efr<Jt
for gementig the rt[orrnatmomi that
serves as the fsun.douon for the
cst"ketJng fjlofl Ti irYO!'Pt
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Jim Ammeen. CEO of Neema Clothing LtL, a small manufacturer of men's tailored clothing,
says that the marketing strategy behind his company's impressive growth rate (700 percent
since its inception) is the result of deliberate market research. Studying statistics on the U.S.

men's clothing industry he had gathered from various sources, Ammeen noticed that "So per-
cent of the suits retailed for less than $300, yet the majority of manufacturers were pricing their
suits in the $500-to-S700 range. I was able to direct Neema 's efforts toward capturing business
that the competition was overlooking," he says. Neema Clothing continues to thrive by focusing
its niche strategy on marketing quality tailored suits and sport coats that fit within this most
popular price range.

One of the worst—and most common—mistakes entrepreneurs make is assuming that a
market exists for their product or service, The time to find out if Customers will buy your prod-

,L, ..0 A..,Ii,,,,.,.,, I	 ..,._i. a ts,,,.I..,._.,,...,.._I., 'J .'_	 ""-"
entrepreneurs whether or not a sufficient customer base exists and how likely those customers
are to purchase their products or services. in addition to collecting and analyzing demographic
data about the people in a particular geographic area and comparing the results to the profile of
a typical customer, entrepreneurs can learn much by actually observing, mingling with, and
interviewing customers as they shop. The founder of one snack-food company says that he

learns a great deal about packaging and design and product placement by hanging around She
aisles of grocery stores and watching shoppers' buying behavior. Other companies videotape
customers while they are shopping to get a clear picture of their buying habits. Hands-on mar-
ket research techniques such as these allow entrepreneurs to get past the barriers that con-
sumers often put up and to uncover their true preferences and hidden thoughts.

Market research does not have to be time consuming, complex, or expensive to be useful. By
applying the same type of creativity to market research that they display when creating their
businesses, entrepreneurs can perform effective market research "on the cheap."

Inexpensive market research is one key to success for the Southern California retail chain hot
Topic. No one could confuse one of the chain's 346 stores with Gap or American Eagle, which
sells jeans, crop-tops, and khaki pants to athletic-looking young people. Since On' Madden
founded the first Hot Topic ,store in Montclair California, in 1989, marker research ha,s led the
company to target "alternative" teens, who make up 17 percent of all high school students. A

Hot Topic, angst-filled teens browse among displays offishnet stockings, blue hair dye. glow-

in-the-dark tongue rings, black Gothic patent leather platform boots with 4 -inch heels, red
feather "blood angel" wings, and pink fur pants. Jo stay on the cutting edge of the ever-
changing fashion tastes of its customers, Hot Topics sends its buyers to rock concerts and roves
its "alternative" customers frequent to see and to photograph what performers and fashion-
forward fans are wearing. The compan y also surveys teens who come into its store.c about (heir

favorite bands, clothing preferences, and ideas. 14

As Hot Topic proves, meaningful market research for a small business can be informal; it

does not have to be highly sophisticated or expensive to be valuable.
Many entrepreneurs are discovering the power. the speed, the convenience, and the low Cost

of conducting market research over the World Wide Web. Online surveys, customer opinion
polls, and other research projects are easy to conduct, cost virtually nothing, and help compa-
nies connect with their customers. With Web-based surveys, businesses can get real-time feed-
back from customers, often using surveys they have designed themselves.

Faith Popcorn, a marketing consultant, encourages small business owners to be their own
"trend-tracking sleuths." Merely by observing their customers' attitudes and actions, small
business owners can shift their product lines and services to meet changing tastes in the market.
To spot significant trends, Popcorn suggests the following: 15

• Read as many current publications as possible, especially ones you normally would not read.

• Watch the top 10 TV shows because they are indicators of consumers' attitudes and values and
what they're going to be buying.

• See the top 10 movies. They also influence consumer behavior, from language in fashions. In the
1930s, Hollywood star Clark Gable took off his shirt in it Happened One Night and revealed a
bare chest; undershirt sales soon took a dive. After Will Smith and Tommy Lee Jones donned
Ray-Ban sunglasses in Men in Black, sales of the sunglasses triplesl!16
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is Talk to at least 150 customers a year about whattheyre buying and why. Make a conscious effort
to spend time with some of your target customers, preferably in an informal setting, to find out
what they are thinking.

• Talk with the 10 smallest people you know. They can offer vt ule insights and fresh perspec-
tives that you may not have considered.

• Listen to your children. ("They can be tremendous guides for you,' says Popcorn.)

Next. entrepreneurs should make a list of the major trends spotted and should briefly describe
how well their products or services match these trends. Companies whose products or services
are diverging from major social, demographic, and economic trends rather than converging
with them, must change their course or mm the risk of failing because their markets can evapo-

rate before their eyes. flow can entrepreneu rs find the right match among trends, their products

V1 saiva.es. aad the appropriate target markets? Mmiost research!

How to Conduct Market Research

The goal of market research is to reduce the risks associated with making business decisions. It
can replace misinformation and assumptions with facts. Opinion and hearsay are not viable
foundations on which to build a solid marketing strategy. Successful market research consists
of four steps: define the objective, collect the data, analyze and interpret the data, and draw con-

clusions and act.

STEP I: DEFINE THE OBJECTIVE. The first and most crucial step, in market research is

defining the research objective clearly and concisely. A common dnti" at his stage is to confuse
a Symptom with the true problem. For example- dwindling sales is not a problem; it is a symp-

tom To get to the heart of the matter, entrepreneurs most list all the possible factors that could
have caused it. Do we face new competition? Are our sales representatives impolite or
unknowledgeable? Have customer tastes changed? Is our product line too narrow? Do cus-
tomers have trouble finding what they want? Is our Web site giving customers what they want?
Is it easy to navigate? One entrepreneur wanting to discover the possible causes of his corn-
pany's poorly performing Web Site videotaped customers as they used it and than interviewed
them. After studying the videos and listening to their comments, be redesigned the site to make
it easier for users to maneuver through its pages, and he refocused its content.

In some cases, business owners may be interested in researching a specific type of question.

What we the characteristics of my customers? What are their income levels? What radio stations do
they listen to? Why do they shop here? What factors ale most impottant in.their buying decisions?

STEP 2 COLLECT THE DATA. The marketing approach that dominates today is
individualized (one-to-one) marketing. gathering data on individual customers and then devel-
oping a marketing program designed specifically to appeal to their needs, tastes, and prefer-
ences. In a society where people feel so isolated and interactions are so impersonal, one-to-one
marketing gives a business a competitive edge. Companies following this approach know their
customers, understand how to give them the value they want, and perhaps most important, know
how to make them feet special and important. The goal is to treat each customer as an individual.

Individualized marketing requires business owners to gather and assimilate detailed infor-
mation about their customers, however. Fortunately, owners of even the smallest companies
now have access to affordable technology that creates and manages computerized databases,
allowing them to develop close, one-to-one relationships with their customers. Much like gold
nuggets waiting to be discovered, significant amounts of valuable information about customers

and their buying habits is bidden inside many small businesses, tucked away in computerized
databases. For most business owners, collecting useful information about their customers and
potential new products and markets is simply a matter of sorting and organizing data that are
Arcady floating around somewhere in their companies. One marketing research expert explains

the situation this way: 17

indIvidualized (onu.t.-ona
marketing)—a- Sy!tem bed
on gathering dot .Si, inths*JUal
customers and developing e
marketing program designed to
appeal specificahy to their needs,
tastes, and prefrrencea.

'ho know a lot about your custo r.Yn,, know who they are, where they live, what
their buying habits are. And if you're like most companies, you've done absolutely With"
ingwith that pile of market intelligence. It just sits there, earning you no money and
creating zero shareholder value.
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- . ebtiyour bet customers,
never passing upthe

opportunity to got their names.

-	 Collect information on these	 -
I	 customers, linking their
j identities to their transactions

FIGURE 6.1 Howrn

become an Effective One-to-One
Marketer

Source: Adapted Iron, Susan Creco.

The Road to One to-One Markecing[

Inc., October 1995.pp Sb-Oh,

Calculate the tong-term value
of customers so you know

which ones are most desirable
(and most profitable).

Make sure your company's
product and service quality

will astonish your customers.

The key is to mine the data that most companies have at their disposal and turn it into useful
F	 zhe cpmpany to "court" its customers with special products, services,

and offers that appeal most to them.	 SAtua

WT.ra r64l2aftiple ltt Silverman 's. a ntei.i itjkghzng ç/..in in Ihea	 Silvermaneo salet
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Know what your oustome}
buying cycle is and time your
marketing effort to coincide

With it—'just-in-time marketing.'
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Primary research techniques include:

• Customer surveys and questionnaires. Keep them short. Word your questions carefully so that you
do not bias the results and use a simple ranking system (e.g., a 1-to-5 scale, with 1 representing
'unacceptable" and 5 representing "excellent"). Test your survey for problems on a small number of
people before putting it to use. Web surveys are inexpensive, easy to conduct, and provide feedback
fast Femail Creations, a mail-order company that sells clothing, accessories, and gifts to women.
uses Web surveys to gather basic demographic data about its customers and to solicit new product
ideas as well. Customer responses have led to profitable new product lines for the small company.20

• Focus groups. Enlist a small number of customers to give you feedback on specific issues in
your business—quality, convenience, hours of operation, service, and so on. Listen carefully for
new marketing opportunities as customers or potential customers tell you what is on their minds.
Once again, consider using the Web; one small bicycle company conducts 10 online focus groups
each year at virtually no cost and gains valuable marketing information from them.

• Daily transactions. Silt as much data as possible from existing company records and daily transac-
tions—c&tomer warranty canic, personal checks, frequent-buyer clubs, credit applications, and others.

• Other ideas. Set up a suggestion system (for customers and employees) and use it. Establish a
customer advisory panel to determine how well your company is meeting various needs. Talk
with suppliers about trends they have spotted in the industry. Contact customers who have not
bought anything in a long time and find out why. Contact people who are not customers and find
out why. Teach employees to be good listeners and then ask them what they hear.

Secondary research, which is usually less expensive to collect than primary data, includes
the following sources:

• Business directories. To locate a trade association, use Business information Sources (University
of California Press) or the Encyclopedia of Associations (Gale Research). To find suppliers, use
The Thomas Register of American Manufacturers (Thomas Publishing Company) or Standard

and Poor's Register of Corporations, Executives, and industries (Standard and Poor
Corporation). The American Wholesalers and Distributors Directory includes details on more
than 18,000 wholesalers and distributors.

• Direct-mail lists. You can buy mailing lists for practically any type of business. The Standard
Rates and Data Service (SRDS) Directory of Mailing Lists (Standard Rates and Data) is a good
place to start looking.

• Demographic data. To learn more about the demographic characteristics of customers in general,
use The Statistical Abstract of the United Stares (Government Printing Office). Profiles of more
specific regions are available in The State and Metropolitan Data Book (Government Printing
Office). The Sourcebook of Zip Code Demographics ( CAC, Inc.) provides detailed breakdowns of
the population in every zip code in the country. Sales and Marketing Management's Survey of

Buying Prover (Bill Communications) has statistics on consumer, retail, and industrial buying.

• Census data. The Bureau of the Census publishes a wide variety of reports that summarize the
wealth of data found in its census database, which is available at most libraries and at the Census
Bureau's Web site (www.censusgov).

• Forecasts. The U.S. Global Outlook traces the growth of 200 industries and gives a five-year
forecast for each one. Many government agencies, including the Department of Commerce, offer
forecasts on everything from interest rates to the number of housing starts. Again, a government
librarian can help you find what you need.

• Market research. Someone may already have compiled the market research you need. The

FINDex Worldwide Directory of Market Research Reports, Studies, and Surve ys (Cambridge
Information Group) lists more than 10,600 studies available for purchase. Other directories of
business research include Simmons Study of Media and Markets (Simmons Market Research
Bureau Inc.) and the A.C. Neilsen Retail index (AC. Neilsen Company).

• Articles. Magazine and journal articles pertinent to your business are a great source of informa-
tion. Use the Readers Guide to Periodical Literature, the Business Periodicals index (similar to

the Reader's Guide but focuses on business periodicals), and Ulrich's Guide to international

Periodicals to locate the ones you need.

• local data. Your state Department of Commerce and your local chamber of commerce will very
likely have useful data on the local market of interest to you. Call to find out what is available.

• World Wide Web, Most entrepreneurs are astounded at the marketing information that is available
on the World Wide Web (WWW). Using one of the search engines, you can gain access to a
world of information—literally'
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Thanks to advances in computer hardware and software, data mining, once available only to
large companies with vast computer power, is now possible for even very small businesses.

data mining--a process in 	 Data mining is a process in which computer software that uses statistical analysis, database
which computer software that	 technology, and artificial intelligence finds hidden patterns, trends, and connections in data so
uses statistical analysis, database 	 that business owners can make better marketing decisions and predictions about customers'techno logy, and artificial	 behavior. By finding relationships among the many components of a data set, identifying clus-iisteffigeisce finds hidden patterns, 	 ters of customers with similar buying habits, and predicting customers' buying patterns, datatrends, and Connections in data
so that business owners can	 mining gives entrepreneurs incredible marketing power. Popular data mining software pack-
make better marketing decisions ages include Clementine, DataScope Pro, MineSet, Nuggets, and many others.,
and predictions about customers'	 For an effective individualized marketing campaign to be successful, business owners must
behavior.	 collect three types of information:

1. Geographic. Where are my customers located? Do they tend to be concentrated in one geo-
graphic region?

2. Demographic. What are the characteristics of my customers (age, education levels, income,
gender, marital status, and many other features)?

3. Psychographa-. What drives my customers' buying behavior? Are they receptive to new prod-
ucts or are they among the last to accept them? What values are most important to them?

STEP 3 ANALYZE AND INTERPRET THE DATA. The results of market research alone
do not provide a solution to the problem; business owners must attach some meaning to them.
What do the facts mean? Is there a common thread running through the responses? Do the
results suggest any changes needed in the way the business operates? Are there new opportuni-
ties the owner can take advantage of? There are no hard-and-fast rules for interpreting market
research results; entrepreneurs must use judgment and common sense to determine what the
results of their research mean.

STEP 4: DRAW CONCLUSIONS AND ACT. The market research process is not complete
until the business owner acts on the information collected, in many cases, the conclusion is
obvious once a small business owner interprets the results of the market research. Based on her
understanding of what the facts really mean, the owner must then decide how to use the infor-
mation in the business. For example, the owner of a retail shop discovered from a surve y that
her customers preferred evening shopping hours over early morning hours. She made the
schedule adjustment, and sales began to climb.

4. D.aaib. how a
small busineas can build
a competitive edgi na.
the marketplace uln
guerrilla marketing
satege.

relationship marketing (or
customer relationship
management)—the process
of developing, maintaining, and
managing king-term relationships
with customers so they will keep
coming back to make repeat
purchases.

PLOTTING A GUERRILLA MARKETING STRATEGY: HOW TO
BUILD A COMPETITIVE EDGE
A competitive edge is crucial for business success. A small company has a competitive edge
when Customers perceive that its products or services are superior to those of its competitors. A
business owner can create this perception in a variety of ways. Small companies sometimes try
() create a competitive edge by offering the lowest prices. This approach may work for many

products and services—especially those that customers see as being commodities—hut price
can be a dangerous criterion on which to build a competitive edge. Independent hardware stores
have discovered that large chains can use their buying power to get volume discounts and
undercut the independents' prices. Individual store owners are finding new ways., such as per-
sonal service and advice, individual attention, charge accounts, and convenience, to differenti-
ate themselves and to retain customer loyalty. "Instead of being forced out of business by the
'category killers,'" says a retail expert, "small retailers are thriving by providing the services
and products that larger stores are not able to'21

Successful entrepreneurs often use the special advantages that flow from their companies'
small size to build a competitive edge over their larger rivals. Their Close contact with the cus-
tomer, personal attention, focus on service, and organizational and managerial flexibility pro-
vide a solid fouiidatiois liosu which to build a towering competitive edge ill the inaski. Siiiaii
companies can exploit their sire to become more effective than their larger rivals at
relationship marketing or customer relationship management (CRM)—developing, main-
taining. and managing long-term relationships with customers so that they will want to keep

18?
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Consultant.
Data MinitgtA Sure Bet for Harrah's

More than 25 million customers of Hurrah's Entertainment,
the parent company of 26 gambling casinos in 13 states, use
personalized frequent gixmbier cards (just like the ones

shoppers use Ili stores) called Total Rewards to earn
tree trips, meats, hotel rooms, and other perks trout
Hurrah's, As good a deal as that is for the company's loyal
customers, it's an even better deal for Harrah's, Hurrah's
uses the data it collects to refine its customer base, which is
now divided into 91) dhntinci demographic and psycho-
graphic segments, and to customize its rnarktltng efforts to
individual customers' preferences. When customers swipe
their cards, the company knows which games they played,
how many machines they played, how many wagers they
made, the amount of their average wager, the total amount
wagered, c, well as the history of their gambling behavior

It every Hurrah's casino across the country. Hurrah's cot-
eels all these data about its customers' gambling tenden-
cies in itS information technology center in Memphis.
Tennessee, and then uses data raining software to extract
meaningful information about how best to market to them.

Unlike most of its competitors. Harrub's does not

target the 'high roller , ' wealthy patrons who are capable of
gambling hundreds of thousand cit dollars at a time.
Known to insiders as "whales." these big-stakes gamblers
wager (and often lose) huge slims of money, but casinos
muss court them with expensive, palatial suites, free chop-
ping trips, free chartered flights, and other pricey 'romps."
Competition fur this small, jet set group is intense. Instead.
Hurrah's targets its best and most profitable customers.
"avid experienced pla yers," who are low rollers with mod --

Cs', incc'owc and who spend between 5tOO -ctsd 4Q9 per
trip. flaxrah's still offers "comps"--free trips, dinners, tick-
etc to a show. or hotel rooms—to its best customers, but

The y are much less expensive than those the high rollers
expect. As a result, Hurrah's casinos emphasize the games
that will attract its tauget customers, slut machines Ind
video pctkc'e machitiet,, muthus thus baceSrat that (he billion-
sirs plaYers preft'r Asia) ysis ehows that 31; percent ut
Hurrah 's avid experienced player, itccortrit fur 'dl) percent 'if
its revenues sad nearl y I'D) perecol of t jsroflts. Why?

Moss of [hem ar
e loctdc who visit 1-Jamtlt' casinos regu-

lauly. H,mrah's"	 w.,i course, kno, this, and make's to iheer

accordingly.
liarr-uli's CEO. Gar y Loveinao, 0.55 once a Harvard

Uniy rsity professor who had done consultin g work with

2. Discus,s the ethical issues that Harrrrh'a faces an a result
of tsr, data roller lion turd data l'r,rrling starts,

3. What benefits does Hurrah's gain front these efforts'?
Whet bemsefils do Havmnh",r customer's gaits?

Son,; er Carol Pigs-rh. 5rs,i'n t'tar'ar'i Yea 'ci Vegas Sonti. ' roche,

sit?. October 7, SSth, pp . .utt-.H; Jrc AvSL'rct,k !tekr-tt 'Wriecein

to Hsxraht,' Hvi;fle,O 2.0, pp. 49-n4: ''Abc,u ' 0 	 'lanai,';,

F,nmer,rti smith, a"awjiirnatii .comia"nttm u'cJtri' txln'

Harrah'. 'after it had invested in a $17 million cottifltiter

s y stetsi iv, harvest data from its customers across all of its

casiorts, which as the time was is revolutionary idea itt the

iiiduutrv. 'The company hired Le' remun in 1998 to orches-

trate a plait for analyzing and using the data it collected as

a potent marketing force Lovemart says that the entire data

coiningv y stetti is all about getting to knew Hai'rah's cus-
tomers SO well through data profiling that the company can
offer them thc perfect reason to wager at Hurrah's rather
il-tan at  competing casino, 'All we used to know was how
ü155h aui"iicy ,c Oitaü5 ,, esa,h issachitsC., but e, co-,i1da't
connect what kind of customer used them." he sa ys. 'J'ht;

IS the replacement of intuition and hunch with science,"
The model uses neural networks and other sophisticated
techniques of analysis to compare how much customers
are capable of :,pertdiii'a on gamntrig, buss niuc'li they are

actually spending, and how best to close that gap.

The payofi has been exceptional: Hxreah's sales, profits.
market share, and customer response rate Co promotions have

(hrsO,ed dramaticall y When Loverisan started work, Ilan'iih's
war- selling 36 rentS of the total gaming dollars its esistr,inerv
spent. We ieislied chat if we could Just get to 4-C) cents, that
would be monstrous' he says. As a result of its inure targeted
rrimsmketing efforts. Harrith'ms' wallet shave" currently stands at
42 cents! For the past thrv.r yosra, Harr'xt'm's rttsin't on invest-
meal has been the highest in the industry. The casino, once

considered an 'also-ran" in the industry, is now the second
largest casino operator in the United States. One analyst
praises the company. saying. "Especially in Las \l)gii', where
their property is not the tsp draw', they clearly are outper-

forming other Icasitmosi."
Le".'eman enjoys his work, but his professorial side still

shines through. "1 love the business," he says. "I like the tact
I that customers enjoy what we salt. I like the tnathettttutics-

and the fact that at its base, gan'ibtiitg is  Statistical activity -

1. Work with a group of your classmates ie a brainstorming
session to identify other industries that ccitttd benefit from a

I data collectioti and raining system like the one Uarrih's
tines so effc-oii'.-'ely. In ss'hat ways could these businesses use
data to become more effeetite marketers?

,','r,mnrn;r hro	 H m,'ke mep°.;t ro"::).;r.'. 	 j:; i I , 	 y ')h,.'crittr'c'pt	 c.vr't 7s Ihr't.ro'oiner'

itS'S St Iitct,flie csiue to a bit-rut .. ' trti;i that kc'r1.oi	 dim mc'.., eu,trir.Jr,. P. , r-','I;iu;- flit S

rr.inpaiss'. c'c y 'tttc',t csirmiitn,thle xml :rniScc' CRM put' th''stvtt'tiivmr-t lhe cc! t	 a rutoparly".
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FIGURE 6.2

The Relationship Marketing	 done everything	

)Conduct

ctli thistsProcess	 else corre	 ep is 	 •s.0	 na1. Alyze
re

most valuable oomers. 	 Batfefy
	 tiecs omer intelligence t

relatively easy. Superb 	 f S.rvtc,
best way to retain your
customer service Is the

.;.
 pinpoint your most valuable customers and
to learn all you can about them, Including their
lifetime value (LTV) to the company.

Sind
ComeBased on what you have

learned, contact customers
with an offer designed for
them. Make customers feel 	 Make contact with your most valuable customers
special and valued. and begin building a customer database using

data mining and data warehousing techniques.

Learn from your customers by encouraging
feedback from them; develop a thorough
customer profile and constantly refine it.

• Collect meaningful information about existing customers and compile it in a database.
• Mine the database to identify the company's best and most profitable customers, their needs, and

their buying habits. In most companies, a small percentage of customers accounts for the majority of
sales and profits. These are the customers on whom a business should focus its attention and efforts.

• Use the mined information to develop lasting relationships with these "best" customers, the ones that
offer the most attractive lifetime values to the company, and to serve them better. This often requires
entrepreneurs to "tire" some customers that require more attention, time, and expense than they gener-
ate in revenue for the business. Failure to do so, reduces a company's return on its CRM effort

• Attract more customers who fit the profile of the company's best customers.

revenue at risk—c measure
that cokuletes the soles revenue
a company would loc by
rrwasunng the percentage of
costumes, that would lease
because of poor service.

Business owners are discovering that even though they may be providing their customers
with satisfactory service and value, many of their customers do not remain loyal, choosing
instead to buy from other companies. Businesses that provide poor customer service are in
grave danger. Hepworth, a consulting firm that specializes in customer retention, measures its
clients' revenue at risk, which calculates the sales revenue a company would lose by measur-
ing the percentage of customers that would leave because of poor service. According to
Hepworth's research, for companies that score in the top 25 percent on customer loyalty,
revenue at risk averages just 3 percent. However, for companies that rate loyalty scores in the
bottom 25 percent, poor customer service puts at risk an average of more than 12 percent of
company revenue. 22 Today, earning customers' loyalty requires businesses to take customer
focus and service to unprecedented levels, and that requires building long-term relationships
with customers. To make customer relationship management work, a small business must
achieve the highest of the four levels of customer involvement illustrated in Figure 6.3.

Table 6.1 describes the differences between relationship marketing and its polar opposite,
transaction selling.

Guerrilla Marketing Principles

To be successful guerrilla marketers, entrepreneurs must be as innovative in creating their mar-
keting strategies as they are in developing new product and service ideas. Table 6.2 describes
several low-cost, highly effective guerrilla marketing tactics small businesses have used to out-
perform their larger rivals.
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Tin Orate, Senni ilvir)'

L*Ve 4 Guttnr ftrinarehip.ths, company has embraced a customer Sttr'iica
attitude as an -encompassing part 01 its culture. Customers are part 01 all rnaior
decisions. Employees throughout the company routinely use data mining reports to
identity the best customers and 10 serve them batter. The focus is on building tasting
reiatiornsli:ps with ie -c,-npan'n Sn-st customers.

t.SveI 3: Csastcmar n4Ngnmwl Managers and employees understand the customer's
central role in tile buslnt,Ss. They spend considerable time talking about and with
customers, and they seek feedback through surveys, locus groups, customer visits, and
other techniques.

LVI tt: Usmrcmilr Sensmmns A welt stands between the company, afld its customers-

Employees krm a st.lfo aboiji their customers but don't share this inlotmatiOn .rith others

St lie company. The company does not iatkn5 iaedbaok traits Cuhtdltaii(5.

LB#il 1: C	 lease. PreeaHing athlttde. 'Themes a customer out . tr,ere.T Managera
arsd arnpioyass knOw little attctjl their customers and view them oniy in the most general

lsrrn1n. No one realty urrdrrstsr,ds the benefit of close customer relationships.

From a broader perspective, the following principles can help business owners create

powertul, effective guerrtlla marketing strategies.

FIND A NICHE AND FILL IT As we saw in Chapter 3, Stratepic Maaagerncnl and the

Entrepreneur, mans successful small companies choose their niches carefully and defend them

ler5eiv rather than ceinpetu head-to-head n-Jtii larger un-ale. A uii_he alestegy allows a dual1
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• Help organize and sponsor a service. or community-onenttd project

• Sponsor offbeat, memorable events. Build a giant banana split or rent a theater for a morning and Invite

kids for a free viewing.

• Always be on the lookout for newniches to enter-Try to develop multiple ,echea.

• Offer to speak about your boalnew lndaascry, produm or service to local orgessisatlona.

• Ask present customers for referrals,

• Sell at every opportunity. One brewery includes a mini-catalog adverclsingT-shirts and mugs; In every six-

pack it ielis Orders for catalog items are climbing fast,

• Develop a sales "script" that asks customers a series of questions to from in on what they'are looking for

and that will lead Diem to me ConCIustOn 015% your pauwact on Se, niv	 -	 -

• Offer ccaacorvaers gIft csrtifkstes.They really boost your cash flow.

• Crate samples of your product and give them to customen,You'll Increase sales later.

• Offer a 100 percent, money-back, no-hassles guarantee. By removing the customer's risk of buying. you

increase your product's attractiveness.

• Create a "frequent buyer" program. Remember how valuable existing customers aa'a.Work hard to keep

the customers you bevel One toffee shop kept its customers coming back with a punch-card promotion

that gave a free pound of coffee after a customer purchased 9 pounds.	 -

• Clip articles than feature your business and send reprints to customers and potential customers. Keep

reminding them of who you are and why you're valuable to them.

• Test how well your ads "pull' with coded coupons that customers bring In. Focus your ad expenditures on

those media that produce the best results for you.

is	 -5e"tip sheetf to pass out to customers and potential customers (e, landscape tips on lasars maintenance).

• Find ways to make your product or service irresistible to your customers. One furniture company steals a

Polaroid Photo of big-ticket term customers are considering, and sales cloning rates have climbed 25 percent

• Create an award for your community (e.g.. a landscape company presented a "beat yard" award each

season).

is Conduct a contest in the community (e.g. a photographer sponsored a juried photo contest for different

age groups).

• Collect testimonials from satisfied customers and use them in ads, brochures, and so on,testimonials are

one of the most effective forms of advertising!

• Get a former journalist to help you write a story "pitch" for local media,

• Show an interest in your customers' needs. If you spot a seminar that would be of Interest us them, tell

them! Become a ysiusble resource for them.

• Find unique ways to thank customers (especially first-tine buyers) for their business—a note, a lunch, a gift

basket, and so on.

• Gave loyal customers s"freebie" occaaionaItcYou might be surprised at how long they will remember it

• Create a newsletter that features your customers or clients and their businesses (e.g.. a photo of a client

using your product in his business).

• Cooperate with other businesses selling complementary products and services in marketing effom and

campaigns. a process called fusion marketing. Share mailing lists and advertising time or space, or work

together on a special promotion.

• Use major competitors' coupons against then, The owner of an independent sandwich shop routinely

pulled business from a nearby national chain by advertising that he would accept Its coupons.

• Market your company's uniqueness. Many customers enjoy buying from small companies that are different

and unique.The owners of the only tea plantation In the United States used that tact to their advantage in

establishing a customer base,

dominated by giants. Focusing on niches that are too small to he attractive to large companies

is a common recipe for success among thriving small companies. "hndiflg Such unserved

niches is an excellent way to begin 'whupping' the big guys, if not in their own back yard. at

least on the same street," says one marketing expert.23

Guerrilla Marketing Tactics

Sesrces Adapted horn Or Conrad
Leninson. "Att.nffl Gettern2
Linstpsnneur, March I 995. p58; Lynn
Beresford,Janear Cl,un, Cynthia B.
Gniffiv.Hoather Page, and Debra
Phullips,"Marketsng IS 	 Enuepi'enear.
May I 996. pp 104-I 14: Cccv Sublncn,.
"Marketing SI," Errprnnnur,May
1995,  pp. 86-99: Dnr,ine Otbu"n.
"Bri rill ngThem Back for More," NcoonS
a..:,,.,.A_.,,,.,

Conrad Levinson, "Survlvai tactics7
Crrtnprennw. March 1996 p 84:Tnni
Scein,"Ootsell.ng the Giants.' Success,
May 1996. pp. 38-4
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"Exhaustive research efforts have nar-
rowed your niche market down to Henry

Finkleton of Newburg Heights here."

A foiA?lh-genterafioli family business founded in 1920, G. Lieberman and Sons was for many

years a wholesale distributor of hosie,, undenvear, and nightwear A few years ago. however,
owners Steven Katz and Constance Barsk'v saw sales of panrvhore slip as women increasingly
rebelled against the discomfort pantyhose caused. They also noticed another unusual trend
emerging: men buying pantyhose - not for their wives or girlfriends but for themselves!
Typical/v, these were not cross-dressers but men who stood all da y and needed the support for
better blood circulation in their legs, men who worked outside in extremel y cold weather look-
ingfrsr warmth, and even athletes whose sports kept them outside in inclement conditions.
('Great catch, Joe, and by the way, what shade are vourpanrehose? ..)..There's a whole under-
ground culture of normal, mainstream guys who wear hose," says Katz. Katz and Barskv saw
an opportuniri' to capture a significant share of this niche and developed Activ.ckxn
Performance Wear, pantyhose with mole-friendl y features such as a fl y in the front that they sell

exclusively on the company's Web site. 24	 -

Niche markets such as this one are ideally suited for small businesses. ''If a small business
follows the principles of targeting, segmenting, and differentiating, it doesn't have to col-
lapse to larger companies.' says marketing expert Phil Kot!er,25

DON'T JUST SELL—ENTERTAIN. Numerous suiseys have shown that consumers are
bored with shopping and that the y are less inclined to spend their scarce leisure time shop-
ping than ever befoi'e. Winning customers today requires inure than low prices and wide
merchandise selection: increasingly, businesses 'are adopting strategies based on
entertailing, the notion of drawing customers into a store by,  a kaleidoscope of
sights, sounds, smells, and activities, all designed to entertain—and, of course, sell (think
Disney) The primary goal of entertailing is to catch customers' attention and engage them
in some kind of entertaining experience so that they shop longer and buy more goods or set-
vices Eniertailing irwcslven "makingshoppingi more fun, more educational, more interac-
tive.' says one retail consultant.26

Research supporis the benefits at entertarling's hands-on , interactive eriucatronat

I. itt -clittig, c . s.:	 )i,itJ th.n.	 heo vnsh:iig a poi'chss,,.	 Pc;' T.

sanlers arc (IT ivcn more b y emotional factris soc-h as Unit and excitement than by logical Icc'
Ia:-, -.uch price Sr d c.':rr',cniencc,' F'1tcxt,l;n': c:cil, it cc;UtSc ;,, rca c,iik ICc, icitalti

but also i,, hoist salt's

A Company Example

entrtaiIing—o marketing
concept designed to draw
customers into a store by creating
a kaleidoscope of sights, sounds,
insets, and activities, all designed
to enierioin-ond, of course, sell.
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Few retailers practice eiuerrailing as well as Cizbela's. an innovative compan y that sells a wide

selection of outdoor gear, mostly to hunters and fi.she rsnen. The company generates impressive sales
through its catalog operations, its Web site, and its eight stores, all of which are located in small

towns in meal Amenca. (Sydney, Nebraska, is host to one store and company headquarters.) What
is even more amazing is that Cabela 's has achieved its position as one of the hottest retailers in the

industry by targeting unusual customers: men who typically hate to shop! Men (and often their ./am-

ilies) routinely drive hundreds ofmiles to visit a Cabela s store, where they spend hours shopping for
everything from guns and decoys to fishing rods and tents. The stores' immense drawing power is
due in part to the breadth and depth of the company's product lines. (Cabela 's product lines run six

to ten times deeper than a typical discounter selling outdoor equipment.) Yet, brothers Jun and Dick
Cabela know that entertaining customers encourages them to shop longer and spend more. They
sprad kn'ishit on each Irore th', huild I !udinr eim'c erilines that let in natural lilit and aqUafl

urns containing 8,000 gallons offreshwater and game fish in natural settings. A major component of

their entertailing strategy is the 45 percent of the floor space taken up by nature scenes situated
throughout the stores. One features a waterfall spilling into a stream stocked with trout. Others show

off museum—quality taxidermy work Shoppers stop to marvel at a mountain populated by a grizzly
beat caribou, and big-horn sheep or a display of an African savannah with two lions attacking a

zebra. Each store contains about 4(5) displays, some of which cost more than $10,000. Cabela 'S may
be the only company in the world to have an executive whose title is taxidermy purchasing special-
ist! Obviously a hit with its prime target audience—men who enjoy the outdoors— Cabela 's also is
popular with their wives and children because of the expanded line of gfts and clothing it offers.'

STRIVE TO BE UNIQUE. One of the most effective guerrilla marketing tactics is to create an

image of uniqueness for your business. Entrepreneurs can achieve a unique place in the market in

a variety of ways, including through the products and services they offer, the marketing and pro-

motional campaigns they use, the store layouts they design, and the business strategies they

employ. A few years ago, Fritz Kropf saw sales at his Kansas City restaurant dwindling and real-

ized that his was "just another burger joint." To distinguish his business from its many competitors.

Fritz came up with a unique (and patented) invention his customers love. Guests place their orders
using telephones located on their tables. A few minutes later, a whistle blows, and a small train

travels across a suspended track and drops a box of hamburgers and fries onto a platform, which is

then lowered to the table. 59 Like Fritz's Restaurant, the goal is to stand out from the crowd; few

things are as uninspiring to customers as a "me-too" business that offers nothing unique.

One company that holds a unique place in the travel market is Space Adventures. primarily because

of Ike services it .celtc. The company's goal is to sell space travel to civilians. Through its Steps to

Space programs, the company already has 'oI4 about 350 tickets at $95.oix each for suborbital
space flights scheduled to begin in the near future. Until the technology needed to get people into
space on a routine basis emerges, the start-up company will generate tales by selling space-related
adventure tours such as high-altitude flights at supersonic speed in Russian MiG fighter jets, zero-

gravity flights in specially designed jets, video birthday cards from astronauts aboard orbiting space
stations, and more mundane Earth-bound trips to view solar eclipses and space observatories.50

CREATE AN IDENTITY FOR YOUR BUSINESS. Some of the most powerful marketers

are those companies that have a clear sense of who they are, what they stand for, and why they

exist. Defining their vision for their companies in a meaningful way is one of the most chal-

lenging tasks facing entrepreneurs. As we learned in Chapter 3, that vision stems from the

beliefs and values of the entrepreneur and is reflected in a company's culture, ethics, and busi-

ness strategy. Although it is intangible, this vision is a crucial ingredient in a successful guer-

rilla marketing campaign. Once this vision is firmly planted, guerrilla marketers can use it to

market their companies and their products and services. Entrepreneurs often have unique and

interesting stones about how they started their companies, and their stories, when told in the

fight way, can be an important part of an effective emotional marketing strategy.

Iwsn Juzang, founder of MEE Productions, a communications research and media company

located in Philadelphia, discovered early on the marketing power his entrepreneurial story had
with customers and investors. For an M.B.A. class he was taking at Wharton, Juzang wrote a busi-
ness plan for a company that would make videos that would blend hip-hop music with inspira-
tional self-help messages aimed at young people. During the business plan competition, the
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fudges (who were venture capitalists) focused on the Ideas shortcomings. "Where's the

research 2" tht' asked. After geciduaring, Juzang rook what he learned from tht ver.uo-e capitalccls
and revised his business plan, emphasizing how his company would collect research froni urban
youth to ensure that the videos would have credibility with their target audience. At that point.

Mang says, he realized that there was a market opportunit y "for figuring out what inner-city kids

like and want, and wh y. Using his company's story. Juzang was able to attract Si5o,c poo to

up tntpilal and a list of big-name customers, including New Line Cinemas and the National
Institute of Health. Today, MEE Productions is recognized as the leading provider of in!orrnat, on

on urban culture arid society to Corporations, foundations, and government agencies. 31

CONNECT WITH CUSTOMERS ON AN EMOTIONAL LEVEL. Closely linked tocreatirtg

for a business an identity that resonates with customers is the strategy of creating an emotional

attachment with customers. Companies that establish a deeper relationship with their custorners
than one based merely ott making a sale have the capacity Er, be exceptional guerrilla marketers.

These businesses win because customere receive an ernotionai boost every lithe they buy these
companies' products or services They connect t,,nlh their r'iiStOrflerS ornoIirtitsIlt by supporting

causes that are important to their customer base, taking exceptional care of their customers. sur-
passing customers' expectations in quality and service, or making it fun and enjoyable to do busi-
ness with diem. Building and nI/nut-inC act ongoing relationship with customers establishes a rela-
tionship olO'ust. an imoonantcomponent of every marketing effort. One recent study found that 8

Percent of cut,tofflers stop using products front companIes they believe have betrayed their trust.

Slurbucks, i/cC pile t thu itt, cij OjJeehULtseS, bet intO U ,i in/lul cf n;neIi bit Suits VittLtV,;
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the eompeinv after the coffee bars in lilt s that we so central to people 's liveS,. He built the corn-

pan a it1i the idea that if acid] bt'cocne the ''third pkicc" in their daily exist erice - a comfort-

able and se/coming refis ye from wink or home where ps'c pie s-ui3O /ur,eer rend sr,Io U St yiS? Of

community. Sic i-buds has built a hugel y popular bronsi in little ois're than 20 vecirs it ;1h i-to.'
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Customers feel good about doing hunness with a company that donates a portion of its pre
tax earnings to a variety of philanthropic and environmental causes and has a corporate cottal
responsibility department. Much of Starbucks' success is the result of an impressive guerrilla
marketing strategy that took root in the company's humble beginnings in 1971.

•	 ...	 -

owners of small, independent men's shops and trying to
convince them to steels the Tommy Bahama line.

	

a a	 tncotmtged by the respeoe', they decided to switch their
dibultotxategy and focus on peetaitysrow, alone In

"What Would tommy Werr	
company

You probably have seen bins: the handsesase, silver-haired  orders, but by now Eralield, Mtsxgs;lla, mad Daila
hunk dressed in stylish, casual s&-and linen clothing that Oaspeaina were more interested its the long-run prospects
reminds one of a vacation on a lush, tropical beach, His is a for their embryonic brand.
laid-back state of mind. He lookr successful. He

	
Shifting strategies created another big problem The

wealthy. He's Tommy Bahama Or is he?
	

extra costs had burned through the original 2 million in
Actually, there is no Tommy Bahama. He's a Fictional start-up capital, and 1aewfsurrt International needed

character who was created by three entrepreneuxs in a inure money to build awareness of the 'Tormny Bahama
most unusual manner. His impact is real, however, name. in 1994, all three agreed to invest snore of their
Viewpoint International Inc., the company that markets own money in the business, and they decided to take on
the Toemny Bahama brand, began operations in 1992 and privatelabCl work, manufacturing cotton twill khakis for
now generates more that million it in sts.c i large retail chains. Although the private-label jobs had
from clothing, accessories, hotse furnishings, arid u1ore nothing to do with building their brand, the work paid
The three entrepreneurs behind this amazingly success-  the bills and carried ViewPoint past the breakeven point
ful brand are Bob Emfield, Luciø Della Gasperiria, and and gave them the much ndd cash they were seeking
Tony Margolis, who together have nearly a century of for Tommy Bahama.
experience in the apparel industry. As they built the With 2 million available for investing its their
Tommy Bahama brand, they made plenty of mistakes but nascent brand, Emnijeld, Margolis, and Dafla Gasperina
learned from them and overcame their errors to succeed, faced another dilemma: how so spend the money. Fearing
"We spent the first two years going out of business," that spending money on advertising alone would take all
jokes Dafla Oasperina.	 of the money and produce little, they decided to opens

The concept for the Tommy Bahama brand came about Tommy Bahama retail store. Concerned that most of the
back in Ilte 1980s. when Eanfleld and Margolis and their specialty stores they sold to did not display their prod-
wives bought neighboring beach houses on Fkirirb's Gulf nets effectively, they thought is would be the ideal mech-
Coast. They often commented that they never wanted to anism for Showing othei't how to market Tommy Bahama
leave the beach. and they created is character twined Tommy clothing. Remaining consistent with the brand's island
Bahama, whose lifestyle was one long weekend, and told j theme, they chose Naples, Florida, as the location for
stories about isbn. They had no intention of transforming their store. While inspecting the locat ion, the landlord
their stories into a brand na

i
l they asked the qisesticas, caked what the partners might do with some extra space

"What would Tommy wear?" Emfield recalls, 'That if the made it available at a very good price. After sense
became the springboard for the sportswear company."

	
thought, their response was "Open a resttmuran1—the

In 1991. Ernôekl and Margolis approached thilla kind of restaurant Thmrsiy would like." So they did.
Oasperina. a clothing design expert, about tasiridsing a busi-  the greatest advertising vehicle ever," says Margolis,
ness hae4 on their'idea. They pitched in some of their own "and we made money doing it."
money and convinced a Hong Kong apparel makes cc, Started in late 1995, the successful conmbination of a
in and launched Viewpoint Jntesnationa.l. They based their retail clothing store featuring 'Tommy Bahama products
product line tin clothing that "Tommy would Uk&"--ilk and a restaurant with a tropical menu became the founda-
shins with an island theme, comfortable shot't.s, tailored tion for 17 more "reinar rant-retail compounds" and
pants—every item elegant, high quality, and durable, marked the beginning of the golden age of the Tommy
Targeting their clothing line at men ages 35 to fsS, the part- Bahama brand. While diners wait for their tables, they
tiers decided to use large department stores as their distrib- shop--end buy. Ck,thirsg sales stay strong some nights as
ution curitis. That idea proved to be fiujtles because bite as 11 eat. , litanies to its thunder, pers;lstence and
department stores were not interested in the offerings of a vision, the company has grown rapidly, building a well.
entaJ boutique brand such as Tornrrty Bahama that almost known national brand sri let" than a decade, 'To avoid dilut-
no one had ever heard s,i

	
ing the brand they worked so hard to build, the y avoid

In desperation, the entrepreneurs and a few employees marking down prices, constantly improve quality to stay .a
began traveling acrosa the United Slates, calling on the step ahead of knockoffs, employ homegrown merchwsdim-
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ing methods, continue to extend the product line to include
related items, and, now that they can afford it, advertise the
mystique of their brand.

Whats next? Emfleld, Margolis, and Dalla Oasperina
want to locus on maintaining the success of their brand,
which is not necessarily an easy task, despite its impres-
sive track record. They also are planning to pursue interna-
tional sales and envision a Tommy Balsams hotel and golf
resort. And it all began with the question. "What would
Tommy wear?"

2. Use the resources of your library and the World Wide
Web to research one of the brands you identified. What
went wrung? What caused the brand to lose its popularity?

3. What lessons from the Tommy Bahama success story
should the managers of the brand you identified have used
to avoid problems?

4. What advice would you offer Emfield, Margolis, and
Dalla Gasperina about keeping the Tommy Bahama brand
going strong?

Sas,rec Mike Hofman, "A Brand Is Born," Inc., December
L Work with a group of your classmates inabrainstormin g 2002, pp. 75-86; "About Us." Tommy Bahama,
session to identify brands whose names have faded, 	 www.rommybabarna. comlsboutnndrx.php.

Focus on the Customer

Too many businesses have lost sight of the important component of every business: the customer.
Wooing disillusioned customers back will require businesses to focus on them as never before.
Businesses must realize that everything in the business--even the business itself—depends on
creating a satisfied Customer. One entrepreneur says, "If you're not taking care of your customers
and nurturing that relationship, you can bet there's someone else out there who will ."34

Businesses are just beginning to discover the true costs of poor customer relations.
For instance:

• Sixty-seven percent of customers who stop patronizing a particular store do so because an indif-
ferent employee treated them poorly,St

• Ninety-six percent of dissatisfied customers never complain about rude or discourteous service, hut
• Ninety-one percent will not buy from the business again.

• One hundred percent of those unhappy customers will tell their "horror stories' to at least nine
other people.

• Thirteen percent of those unhappy customers will tell their stories to at least twenty other people.36

According to the authors of Keeping Customers for Life, 'The nasty result of this customer
indifference costs the average company from 15 to 30 percent of gross sales." Because 70
percent of the average com pany's sales come from present customers, few can afford to alien-
atc any shoppers. In fact, the typical business loses 20 percent of its customers each year. But a
recent study by the consulting firm Rain & Co. shows that companies that retain just 5 percent
more customers experience profit increases of at least 25 percent and, in some cases, as much
as 95 percent! 35 Studies by the Boston Consulting Group also show that customer retention
results in above-average profits and superior growth in market share. 39 Powell's Books, a
Portland, Oregon, landmark known as the "City of Books" for its huge inventory, has built a
solid base of loyal Customers in its 30-plus year history, enabling the company to compete suc-
cessfully against industry giants Barnes and Noble and Books-a-Million. Powell's Books has
hosted several weddings for customers who met there, and one customer's ashes are interred (at
his request) in one of the columns made to look like a stack of books at the northwest entrance
to the store. Now that's customer loyalty !'°

Because about 20 percent of a typical company's customers account for about 80 percent of
its sales, it makes more sense to focus resources on keeping the best (and most profitable) cus-
tomers than to spend them Chasing "fair weather" customers who will defect to any better deal
that comes along. Suppose that a company increases its customer base by 20 percent each year,
but it retains only 85 percent of its existin g customers. Its effective growth rate is just 5 percent
per year 120% - (100% - 85%) = 5%I . If this same company can raise its customer retention
rate to 95 percent, its net growth rate triples to 15 percent [20% - (100% - 95%) = 15%J ."

Although winning new customers keeps a company growing, keeping existing ones is essen-
tial to success. Attracting a new customer actually costsfive times as much as keeping an exist-
ing one. Therefore, small business owners would be better off asking, "How can we improve
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customer value and service to encourage our existing customers to do more business with us?"
rather than "I-low can we increase our market share by 10 percent?" The real key to marketing
success lies in a company's existing customer base!

At Chico's, the clothing store targeting women of the babv-boomer generation, customers who
purchase $500 in merchandise become members of Chico's Passport Club, which give.i them a
variety of perks, including a 5 percent discount on all purchases. The club alread y has 435,000
members, and another 2 million are working toward the $oa goal. Chico's management is
well aware of the benefits of retaining these loyal customers. "[Club members] spend 40 per-
cent more than the usual customer and come in six times as often," says chieffinancial officer
Charles Klemen.42

T
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customer satisfaction attitude throughout the company. Companies with world-class customer
attitudes set themselves apart by paying attention to "little things' such as remembering a cus-
tomer's unique preferences or sending a customer a copy of an article of interest to her, 'raking
care of the small interactions a company has with its customers adds up to a positive service
experience. For example, a small flower shop offers a special service for customers who forget
that special event. The shop will insert a card reading, "Please forgive us! Being short-handed
this week, we were unable to deliver this gift on time. We hope the sender's thoughtfulness will
not be less appreciated because of our error. Again, we apologize." 43 At the New Orleans
Superdome, managers installed a Fanlink system so that hungry fans can use their cell phones
or PDAs to place a credit card order for snacks and drinks. It takes about two minutes to place
an order, which concession workers read from a computer tcrminal and then till and deliver to
the designated seat. Avis, the care rental company that "Ides harder," breaks down the entire
car rental process Into more than 100 incremental steps and analyzes each one in meticulous
detail from the customer's perspective to improve its customers' experiences. The company fre-
quently surveys customers to determine the factors that are most important to them (conve-
nience, speed, safety, customer service, and price often top the list) and then sets Out to find
ways to incorporate those into every transaction, The Avis Preferred service program that
makes rental car pickup a snap and shaves 10 minutes oft the average pickup time is just one
example of Avis's customer-focused efforts.45

How do these companies stay focused so intently on their customers? They constantly ask
customers four basic questions and then act on what they hear:

1. What are we doing right?

2. How can we do that even better?
1 What have we done wrong?
4. What can we do in the future7

Leslie Blodgett, owner of Bare Escentuals, generates nearly one-fourth of her company's
sales from her appearances on shopping network QVC and finds that staying close to her
QVC customers improves her business. Before launching any new product, Blodgett contacts
1,000 customers by phone and e-mail and send.s samples for them to try. "If they don't like it,
we won't launch it," she sa ys. Some customer ideas turn out to he huge sellers. After one
woman cal/eel into QVC and asked for a travel -size brush kit, Elodgett developed one and sent
it to her 'testers.' who overwhelmingly approved it. Six months later, when Blodgett debuted
the kit on QVC, she sold $67,000 of the kits per minute on the show!6

Table 6.3 offers some basic strategies for developing and retaining loyal customers.

Devotion to Quality

In this Intensely competitive global business environment, quality goods and services are a pro-
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marketing catastrophes is to have great advertising and a poor-quality product. Customers have
come to expect and demand quality goods and services, and those businesses that provide them
consistently have a distinct competitive advantage. Research by Josh Gordon, author of Selling
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• dentifyycur boot customers and give diem incenovas to return. Focus resources or, the O percent of
customora rite; aecrnrnt in.' 80 fanciers of sat en.	 - -

•r -Y.sen you create a dissatisfied c 0, As dad problem test. One study found dsat,ven SM chance to -
corspleir pqrcens of tuszornemwill buy agam if a b irmstiandlea thins complaints pros .pdy and
ei9scuveiy The worst way to handle a complain t It to ignore ii, to pass is off to a subordinate or to let a lot
of time sup Sty before dealing with It

• flake sin your business system makes Sc easy ft.r cunomen to buy from you Eliminate unnecessary
srocadua'es that challenge customers' patience. 	 -	 -

• R5	 '	 tat F. -'	 '5—	 .-	 q	 is 'Iou, do's know, s broke -'d out
solution the customer want, and try to come as close to that as possible

• Contact lost customers to find out why they fettYou mq uncover a problem you never knew

• Ask employees for (vedhuids on improving customer sarasce. A awily byTechnicalAssistance Research
• Programs (TARP),s customer service research fret, found that front-line service workers can predict - -

nearly % percent of the cases that produce customer carnplaintn. Effiffhasie that 55w-yore is put of the
customer satisfaction team,	 -

• Got total commitment to superior customer senat, front top manager,'—and allocate resources
appropriately.

• Allow managers to wait on customers occasionally lt a greet dose of reality The founder of a
small robot manufacturer credits such a strategy with saving his company. "We now require every -
officer of this company—tncludlng myself—to meet with customers at least four times a month."

• he sBys

• Carefully sect and train everyone who wig deal with customers Never let nude employoes warts with
customers.	 - -

• Develop a service risen,al thc communicates your attitude toward customers. Customers went to feel they
are getting something special.

• Reward employees "caugtit" providing exceptional service to the custoetet

• Get in the hal$t of calling customers by name. It's on, of the most meaning#iI ways of tonncting with your
customers,	 •••	 ••	 -

• P,emen-sber,The customer pays the bills. Special treatment wins cuatonsee'p and keeps then, coming back,

TABLE 6.3
Strategies for Developing and
Retaining Loyal Customers

Stutter. Adapted frOnt Jerry Fsher,"The
SosreL'S OuC' 3t,reprevevP, flay 1998,

pp. 112-11 9 Lss,rs M. Lltvun."lnr"eusing
Revenue with Repeat Saies' NationS
&sinest,january 1996, pp. 36-37:
"Encourage Customers to Complain,"
Sinai 8oninns Repmra,June 1990. p.)':
Dave Zinlinski,"lrnproving Service
Doesn't Require a Big Invnsonenr[
Sn,oli &,onpss Reports, February 199 1

p. O: John H. Sheriduo."Osut of the
isolation Booth' industry Wink, June 19,
1989, pp. 18-19: Lan Grevslng'Pophel,
"At Your ServicE Business Start-Ups
Ma)' 995. pp. 72-7+

2.0, shows that almost 60 percertt of customers who shsngv suppliers say they switched
because of problems with a company's products or services,47

Today, quality is more than just a slogan posted on the company bulletin board; world-class
companies treat quality as a strategic objective—an integral part of a company's strategy and
culture. This philosophy is called total quality management (TQM)----quaiity not just in the
product or service itself but in every aspect of the business and its relationship with the cus-
tomer and continuous improvement in the quality delivered to customers.

Companies on the cutting edge of the quality movement are developing new ways to mea-
sure quality. Manufacturers were the first to apply TQM techniques, but retail, wholesale, and
service organizations have seen the benefits of becoming champions of quality. They arc track-
ing customer complaints, contacting lost" customers, and finding new ways to track the cost of

quality (COQ) and their return on quality (ROQ). ROQ recognizes that although any improve-
ment in quality may improve a company's competitive ability, only those improvements that
produce a reasonable rate of return are worthwhile. In essence, ROQ requires managers to
ensure that the quality improvements they implement will more than pay for themselves.

The key to developing a successful TQM philosophy is seeing the world from the customer's
point of view. In other words, quality must reflect the needs and wants of the customer. How do
customers define quality? According to one survey, Americans rank quality components in this
order: reliability (average time between failures), durability (how long it lasts), ease of use, a
known or trusted brand name, and, last, a low price. 49 When buying services, customers look for
similar characteristics: tangibles (equipment, facilities, and people), reliability (doing what you

total quality management
(1'QM)—the philosophy of
producing a high-quality product
or servict and achieving quality in
every aspect of the business and
Its relationship with the customer;
the focus is on Continuous
improvement in the quality
delivered to customers.
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say you will do), responsiveness (promptness in helping customers and in solving problems),
and assurance and empathy (conveying a caring attitude). For example, the owner of a very suc-
cessful pest-control company offers his customers a unique, unconditional guarantee: If the
company fails to eliminate all roach and rodent breeding and nesting areas on a client's
premises, it will refund the customer's last 12 monthly payments and will pay for one year's ser-
vice by another exterminator. The company has had to honor its guarantee only once in 17 years.

The benefits of a successful TQM philosophy can be substantial, sometimes making the dif-
ference between success and failure.

At Rockwell Collins, a company that makes a multitude of avionics devices—from weather
radar systems to complex GPS systems that prevent midair collisions—employees have become
devotees of TQM. in the five years after implementing radical process improvement, or RPJ,
comt'any soles climbed 88 percent and inn fits more than doubled Racksvdf Callin ' hift o,
lean manufacturing methods has generated cost savings in excess of $ioo million a year!
Recently, a team of employees was using Post-it Notes to diagram an assembly line for one of
its products in an attempt to reduce its c ycle time. Although the existing line took more than 6o
hours to build the device, the team's analysis showed the actual working time to be less than 2
hours! Their goal: redesign the process using the principles of TQM and lean manufacturing.
"There's a shorter list of what we didn't change than what we did change around here," says

_CEO Clayton Jones. 49

Companies successful in capturing a reputation for top quality products and services rely on
the following guidelines to "get it right the first time":

• Build quality into the process; don't rely on inspection to obtain quality.

• Foster teamwork and dismantle the barriers that divide disparate departments.
• Establish long-term ties with select suppliers; don't award contracts on low price alone.

• Provide managers and employees the training needed to participate fully in the quality improve-
ment program.

• Empower workers at all levels of the organization; give them authority and responsibility for
making decisions that determine quality.

• Get managers' commitment to the quality philosophy. Otherwise, the program is doomed.
Describing his leadership role in his company's TQM philosophy, one CEO says, "People look to
see if you just talk about it or actually do it."50

• Rethink the processes the company uses now to get its products or services to its customers.
Employees at Analog Devices redesigned its production process, significantly lowered the defect
rate on its silicon chips, and saved $1.2 million a year.5'

• Be willing to make changes in processes wherever they may be necessary.

• Reward employees for quality work. Ideally, workers' compensation is linked clearly and directly
to key measures of quality and customer satisfaction.

• Develop a company-wide strategy for constant improvement of product and service quality.

Attention to Convenience

Ask Customers what they want from the businesses they deal with and one of the most common
responses is "convenience." In this busy, fast-paced world of dual-career couples and lengthy
commutes to and from work, customers increasingly are looking for convenience. Convenience
is the driving force behind the boom in home cleaning services. The U.S. Department of
Commerce reports that 80 percent of two-income families now use home-cleaning services.52
Several studies also have found that customers rank easy access to goods and services at the top
of their purchase criteria. Unfortunately, too few businesses deliver adequate levels of Conve-
nience, and they fail to attract and retain customers. One print and framing shop, for instance,
alienated many potential customers with its abbreviated business hours-9 to 5 daily, except for
Wednesday afternoons, Saturdays, and Sundays when the shop was closed! Other companies
make it a chore to do business with them. In an effort to rkfrod t hr'mselvet against unecrup',zksus
customers, these businesses have created elaborate procedures for exchanges, refunds, writing
checks, and other basic transactions. One researcher claims, "What they're doing is treating the
98 percent of honest customers like crooks to catch the 2 percent who are crooks." 53
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Successful companies go out of their way to make sure that it is easy for customers to do busi-
ness with them. The HomeBased Wareh ouse iii San Bernadine, California. has borrowed an idea
from fast-food restaurants to make buying lumber more convenient for its customers: drive-in
windows. More than 200 can a day pull in and load up with lumber before driving to the
cashier's booth to pay. The drive-thra 'has increased [sales] volume and enhanced contractor
business. They like thetime-saving [convenience] of being able to drive in. load up, and cash smut
at the outside register,' says one manager." In Las Vegas, a couple cart pull up into the Tunnel of
Vows at the famous Little White Chapel, and an ordained minister at the drive-thiu window wili
marry them! Busdie .. has been so brisk that the owner of the chapel recently expanded the tun-
net to include "a romantic ceiling with cherubs and starlights."Sl

How can a busines owner boost the convenience level of her business? By conducting a
'Vonvenienc', audit' from the customer's point of view to get an ides of its ETDBW (E-say To
Do Business With") mdcx:

Is your business located near your customere y Does it provide easy access?

Are your business hours surtat.k ha your customers? Should you be open evenings and weekends
to ,,erve them better"

a Would customers appreciate pickup and delivery service'? The owner of a restaurant located near
a major office complex installed a Web titc and a taj. machine no receive orders from bus y office
workers, a crew oicrriployees would deliver lunches tc, she workers in their desks!

Ose., youi cc'rnp0srcy miSc it ra:; for custc ' rriers to- make purchases UT; credit or with credif cards?

your ernpiciyecs tra;ned to handle business truncactIonquickl y ..s q itthciently. and politely'!
'f'iattrg s;hilr cads. poor!> trar,,rd ciriployces tumble through routIne tidil.-5ucrI.ioIi, •lesrcys elsa-
tomer O,,,divtl!

A Idoc,: yooicorrIpsns c'?fCi....sm'' 1.04! coats eu:.,uaier-,' h seacier':''Wnth call l 's ore
,111211 gilt store, it Customer is teed of a er,ecj'd gift simply !li boll IristO sliT 'serif,- 0 -peru!,
and the owner takes ccse of the !c —elrirg tie all!, wrapping it, and shipping il. All the sac-
terrier has to do L. pa', '0,, ic-loic 'e when it as-b',es in the mad.
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• I • John and Amy Malik operate a small restaurant, a catering business, and a cooking instruction cen-
ter under the umbrella of Culinary Capers. But their latest venture, an in-home cooking service, is the
fastest growing of their businesses. With their "elite hired spatula service," the Malik target busy
upscale customers for whom entertaining is important but who lack the time to host elaborate events.
Lavish meals prepared in the homes offoreign dignitaries, business executives, and public officials
can cost $125 per person or more! The Malikc charged $5,orxJ for one recent event. A typical menu
might include handmade lobster ravioli, foie gras terrine, a lobster sausage rala4 and braised quail
over risotto, The Malik begin some of the food prepa ration in the kitchen of Culinary Capers, but the
actual cooking and final assembly take place in customers' homes. Although their menus and their
prices are the antithesis ofanyfa.ct'food restaurant, the Mahliks '"slow-food" business does have one
thing in common with their fast-food counterpesrt.s: the convenience it offers their customers!58

Concentration on Innovation

Innovation is the key to future success. Markets change too quickly and competitors move too
fast for a small company to stand still and remain competitive. Because they cannot outspend
their larger rivals, small companies often turn to superior innovation as the way to gain a com-
petitive edge. "Never stop innovating or taking risks," says Michael Dell, founder of Dell
Computer. "Keep raising the bar, not just for the industry but for yourself."

Thanks to their organizational and managerial flexibility, small businesses often can detect
and act on new opportunities faster than large companies. Innovation is one of the hallmarks of
entrepreneurs, and it shows up in the new products, unique techniques, and unusual marketing
approaches they introduce. Despite their limited resources, small businesses frequently are
leaders in innovation. For instance, in the hotly competitive pharmaceutical industry, the domi-
nant drugs in many markets were discovered by small companies rather than the industry giants
such as GlaxoSmithKline or Upjohn with their multimillion dollar R&D budgets.

Obviously, there is more to innovation than spending megadollars on research and development-
"It takes money to fund a business," says one small business advisor, "but it's continuous creativity
that keeps the venture running smoothly and profitably." t° How do small businesses manage to
maintain their leadership role in innovating new products and services? They use their size to their
advantage, maintaining their speed and flexibility much like a martial arts expert does against a larger
opponent. Their closeness to their customers enables them to read subtle shifts in the market and to
anticipate trends as they unfold. Their ability to concentrate their efforts and attention in one area also
gives small businesses an edge in innovation. One venture capitalist explains. "Small companies
have an advantage: a dedicated management team totally focused oil new product or market." 61

Entrepreneur Francisco Guerra created Drink Safe Technology Inc. with a partner in 2000 to
market a new product they invented: a drink coaster and test strips that signal when a drink has
been spiked with a foreign substance such as GHB. the "date rape drug." Place a few drops
onto one of the company's coasters and it turns blue tf a foreign substance is present. The Drink
Safe products are not Guerra's first entrepreneurial innovations. He also is the founder of

Snow Masters, a maker of machines that manufacture fake snow, and Foammasrers, a company
that makes foam cannons. Guerra 's innovative new product struck a vein with consumers first'
year revenues for Drink Safe Technology topped $20 million!62

Dedication to Service and Customer Satisfaction

Customer service has become a lost an in our society. A recent survey by the Pew Charitable Trusts
found that 46 percent of customers had walked out of a store within the past year because of poor set-
vice.t Smart companies are rediscovering that unexpected, innovative, customized service can be a
powerful strategic weapon. Providing incomparable service— .-not necessarily a low price —is one of
the most effective ways to attract and maintain a growing customer base. in fact, a recent study of con-
sumer behavior reported that 73 percent of customers buy for reasons other than price "If you want
to be a great marketer,' says Pat Croce, entrepreneur and former owner of the Philadelphia 76ers pro-.
fessionat basketball team, "you have to fulfill what you are selling with cuStomer usrv,re , with exceed-
ing expectations, with giving a little extra, with surprising the customersa

Although more companies than ever before are preaching customer service to employees, the real-
ity is that most Americans still rate U.S. companies low on customer service. In one survey of 20)
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compalues, 57 percent of the managers said that "customer service' is their top priority. However, 73
percent said that the only way to survive is with "price competition." This short-run philosophy
short-circuits real progress toward superior customer service. "Sales starts a customer relationship,"
says one customer service expert. "Service turns it into a profitable or unprofitable relationship:'t

Successful businesses recognize that superior customer service is only an intermediate step
toward the goal of customer satisfaction. These companies seek to go beyond customer satis-
faction, striving for customer astonishment! They concentrate on providing customers with
quality, convenience, and service as their customers define those terms.

After 26 years in the retail boat business, William McGill, owner of MarineMa.r, an association of
luxury beat retailers, recoenired that his ir4ustrc was characterized by cxzrerneis poor ser,ice.

McGill saw an opportunity to differentiate MarineMax by offering customers unparalleled service
ana no-frlaggle prices. i-or Inexperlencea customers or arose who arc just plain nervous about
taking a new boat our by the mselves for the first time. MarineMax will provide a captain at no extra
charge. The captain will keep coming back Until the customer learns to handle the boat alone. The
company also has a staff of repair technicians who are on call 24 hours a day Every MarineMax
boat over 20 feet in length carries a full two-year warranty from bow to stern, twice as long as the
typical wan-ante in the industry. Because McGill has learned that his customers 'families influence
how often they upgrade to bigger (and more expensive) boats, he sponsors regular seminars and
fan events to teach spouses and kids how to get the most out of their boats—and to took at new,

larger models. MarineMax also perpetuates customer loyally through its "getaways," trips that
range from one-day outings on a Minnesota lake to two-week trips to the Bahamas. The company
services all boats before a trip and sends along a crew of technicians to fix any problems that crop
up. All of this superior service costs Ma rineM ax money, and McGill's prices reflect the extra costs.
The company figures that 25 percent to 6 percent of a boat's price goes to cover the extra service

it provides. Customers do not seem to mind slightly higher prices, however: MarineMax's profit
margin is moremore than twice the industr y average, and sales are climbing.155

Certainly the least expensive—and the most effective—way to achieve customer satisfaction
is through friendly, personal service Numerous surveys of customers in a wide diversity of
industries—from manufacturing and services to banking and high tech—conclude that the
most important element of service is "the personal touch." Calling customers by name, making
attentive, friendly contact, and truly caring about their needs and wants are much more essen-
tial than any other factor—even convenience, quality, and speed! In our society, business trans-
actions have become so automated that the typical customer is starved for personal attention.
Genuine customer service requires a business to bridge that service gap, to treat each customer
as an individual, and to transform "hi gh-tech" applications into a "hi gh-touch" attitude

How can -a company achieve stellar customer service and satisfaction?

LISTEN TO CUSTOMERS. The best companies constantly listen to their customers and respond
to what they hear! This allows them to keep up with customers' changing needs and expecta-
tions. The best way to find out what customers really want and value is to ask them. Businesses
rely on a number of techniques including surveys, focus groups, telephone interviews, comment
cards, suggestion boxes, toll-free "hot lines.," and regular one-on-one conversations (perhaps the
best technique). The Internet is another useful tool for getting feedback from customers; many
companies solicit complaints, suggestions, and ideas through their Web sites.

It is important for entrepreneurs to keep customer feedback in its proper perspective, how-
ever. Although listening to customers does produce valuable feedback for business owners in
many areas, it is not a substitute for an innovative company culture, solid market research, and
a well-devised marketing plan. Companies that rely solely on their customers to guide their
marketing efforts often find themselves lagging the competition. Customers rarely have the
foresight to anticipate market trends and do not always have a clear view of how new products
or services could satisfy their needs.

DEFINE SUPERIOR SERVICE. Based on what customers say, managers and employees
oust decide exactly wiiaL".upci Jo, sci v ice" ,r,eans it Site c- otn1nnly. Sud r a statci,,c,,i should

(I) be a strong statement of intent, (2) differentiate the company from others, and (3) have value
to customers. Deluxe Corporation, a printer of personal checks, defines superior service quite
simply: "Forty-eight hour turnaround; zero defects." 69

A Company Example
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SET STANDARDS AND MEASURE PERFORMANCE. To be able to deliver on its
promise of superior service, a business must establish specific standards and measure overall
performance against them. Satisfied customers should exhibit at least one of three behaviors:
loyalty (increased customer retention rate), increased purchases (climbing safes and sales per
customer), and resistance to rivals' attempts to lure them away with lower prices (market share
and price tolerance). 70 Companies must track their performance on these and other service
standards and reward employees accordingly.

EXAMINE YOUR COMPANY'S SERVICE CYCLE. What steps must a customer go
through to get your product or service? Business owners often are surprised at the complexity
that has seeped into their customer service systems as they have evolved over time. One of the
most effective techniques is to work with employees to flowchart each component in the corn-

The goal is to took for steps, policies, and procedures that are unnecessary, redundant, or unrea-
sonable and then to eliminate them.

HIRE THE RIGHT EMPLOYEES. The key ingredient in the superior service equation is
people. There is no substitute for friendly, courteous sales/service representatives. "You can't
create world-class customer care if you hire run-of-the-mill employees?' says customer service
expert Ron Zemke 71 Business owners must always be on the lookout for employees who are
empathetic, flexible, articulate, creative, and able to think for themselves,

TRAIN EMPLOYEES TO DELIVER SUPERIOR SERVICE. Successful businesses train
every employee who deals directly with customers; they don't leave customer service to
chance. Superior service companies devote I to 5 percent of their employees' work hours to
training, concentrating on how to meet, greet, and serve customers. Leading mail-order compa-
nies such as Lands' End and L.L. Bean spend many hours training the employees who handle
telephone orders before they deal with their first customer.

EMPOWER EMPLOYEES TO OFFER SUPERIOR SERVICE. One of the single most
important variables In determining whether or not employees deliver superior service is the
degree to which they perceive they have permission to do so. The goal is to push decision mak-
ing down the organization to the employees who have contact with customers. This includes
giving them the latitude to circumvent "company policy" if it means improving customer satis-
faction. If front-line workers don't have the power to solve disgruntled customers' problems.
they fear being punished for overstepping their boundaries, become frustrated, and the superior
service cycle breaks down. To be empowered, employees need knowledge and information,
adequate resources, and managerial support.

USE TECHNOLOGY TO PROVIDE IMPROVED SERVICE. the role 01 technology is not
to create a rigid bureaucracy but to free employees from routine clerical tasks, giving them
more time and better tools to serve customers more effectively. Ideally, technology gives work-
ers the information they need to help their customers and the time to serve them.

To use technology effectively, entrepreneurs must ask: "What is the best technology for our
strategy?" This question then leads to four key service issues: (I) What is our primary service
strategy? (i.e.. what do we want customers to think of when they hear our name?) (2) What bar-
riers are preventing our company from fully implementing this strategy now? (3) What, if any-
thing, can technology do to overcome these barriers? (4) What is our strategy for encouraging
our customers to adopt the new technology?72

StelkirCon, a Raleigh, North Carolina-based const ruction finn that specializes in commercial
projects, is distinguishing itself from its comvetitors with technology that solves man'
its customers have traditionally faced. Members of the famil 

'
v- run compan y say that the princi-

pal customer complaint is feeling "our of the loop" during the construction project, with no
convenient way to gel their questions answered. To eliminate that problem, StellarCon creates
apa.sswordpmtecfed Web site for every project that answers the typical questions clients have
about their projects-from detailed budgets to updated schedules. Each site also gives cus-
tomers access to live, remote-controlled Webcams so they can "tour" the site even if they are in
another country. On-site superintendents use laptops to post daily updates to each site so cus-
tomers get ti,nelv information. Creative use of technology enabled StellarCon to generate $30
million in revenues its first year, and repeat customers are alread y signing up!73
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REWARD SUPERIOR SERVICE. What gets rewarded gets done. Companies that want
employees to provide stellar service must offer rewards for doing so. A recent National Science
Foundation study concluded that when pay is linked to performance, employees' motivation
and productivity climb by as much as 63 percent74

GETTOP MANAGERS' SUPPORT. The drive toward superior customer service will fail far
short of its target unless top managers support it fully. Success requires more than Just a verbal
commitment; it calls for managers' involvement and dedication to making service a core com-
pany value. Achieving customer satisfaction must become part of the strategic planning process
and work its way into every nook and cranny of the organization. Once it does, employees'wiil
be able to provide stellar customer service with or without a checklist of "do's and don'ts."

VIEW CUSTOMER SERVICE AS AN INVESTMENT, NOT AN EXPENSE. The compa-
nies that lead the way when it comes to retaining their customers view the money they spend on
customer service as an investment rather than an expense. One of the most effective ways for
entrepreneurs to learn this lesson is to calculate the cost of poor customer service to their corn-
panics. Once they calculate it, the cost of lost customers due to poor service is so astonishing to
most business owners that they quickly become customer service zealots. For instance, the
owner of a small restaurant calculated that if every day he lost to poor service one customer
who spent just $5 per week, his business was losing $94,900 in revenue per year! The restaura-
teur immediately changed his approach to customer service.

Emphasis on Speed
Technology, particularly the Internet, has changed the pace of business so dramatically that speed
has become a major competitive weapon. 'l'odays customers expect businesses to serve them at the
speed of light! Providing a quality product at a reasonable price once was sufficient to keep cus-
tomers happy, but that is not enough for modern customers who can find dozens of comparable
products with a just few mouse clicks. Speed reigns. World-class companies recognize that reduc-
ing the time it takes to develop, design, manufacture, and deliver a product reduces costs, increases
quality, improves customer satisfaction, and boosts market share. One study by McKinsey and
Company found that high-tech products that come to market on budget but six months late earn 33
percent less profit over five years. Bringing the product out on time but 50 percent over budget cuts
profitsjust 4 percent! 75 Service companies also know that they must build speed into their business
system if they are to satisfy their impatient, time-pressured customers.

Victory in this time-obsessed economy goes to the company that can deliver goods and ser-
vices the fastest, not necessarily those that are the biggest and most powerful. Business is mov-
ing so rapidly today that companies "need to accomplish in 90 days what traditionally took a
year," explains one entrepreneur. 76 Businesses that can satisfy their customers' insatiable
appetites for speed have a distinct advantage.

England Inc., which makes an average of 11,000 custom-built sofas and chairs each week. uses
speed to set itself apart from other furniture makers. England has found ways to reduce the time
required to build a custom-ordered sofa to less than three weeks. 'In the furniture business, that's
like greased lightning," sas the owner of a furniture store who bu ys from England. The challenge
is to offer customers enough variety .rc that they can get exactly the design and fabric they want
but to standardize their offerings enough to keep prices reasonable ($soo to $ 1,500 ) and to get
the finished product into the customer's hands long before an y competitor can. Offering 85 differ-
ent frames and 550 different fbbrics, howes'et mean.e that England faces 46,750 frame-and-fabric
combinations! Every Monday night, England's computer system plots delivery schedules for all of

the orders received for the week. Then the software plans the production schedule down to the
,ninute for even' so./is and chair and matches each order with a delivers' truck Bar-coded stickers
ensure that every necrs.sarv part gets to the correct assembly station on time. Using the produc-
tion schedule, the human resources department schedules the week's ivorkforre. England requires
the same level of discipline from its suppliers that it exercises in its manufacturing process. The
company negotiates smallet snore frequent deliveries from its fabric suppliers, which England
has culled from 40 to just four Work cress-.s can earn incentive pay by beating standard limes
posted. In oil, the various components of the system combine in such a way that England i.e able
to beat its competitors in getting furniture to its customers quick/v.77
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YOU Be
Consultant
The Power of the Little Bkae and White Bexm

One day in 1930, Mabel Holmes noticed that a nthor-
hood boy, the child of a single father, was eating a home-
made biscuit that resembled a hockey puck—hard and dry.
Realizin g that findin g the time to make biscuits from
scratch was a challenge for a single parent. Mabel decided
to develop a ready-made bt.ccmt mix that would be 'so sins-
plc even a man can do it. She had no idea that the product
she developed would become Jiffy, the ttation's first pre-
pared baking tins and now the market leader in the souffin-
and-biscuit-mix category sold on practically every grocery
store shelf in the country.

The Holmes family had been in the Wholesale flour
business since 1802. and at first. Jiffy was just a small
sideline operation of the Chelsea Milling Company.
Mabel's husband. Howard Samuel Holmes, ran Jiffy until
his death in 1936, when their twin sans Dudley and
Howard Sumner rook it over and expanded the brand over
the next several decades. They added a pie-crust mix in
1940 and a cons-muffin mix in 1950. By the 1960s the lit-
tle blue and white boxes were selling so well that the
l-isslrnes famil y decided to close the flour wholesaling
operation to locus on selling the Jiffy family of products.
Today, the Jiffy product line includes 18 products, mixes
for everyday products ranging from .piva crust and
brownies to pancakes and cornbread.

The: privately held family business is the market
leader-not an easy task when the competition includes
corporate giants Oeneral Mills and Pillsbury. Yet in the
muffin-mix category, Jiffy commands 55.3 percent of the
market when measured by unit sales. Just how does this
small company in Loetsets, wxtcntgan. 00 it t..t1rreni ce''
Howdy Holmes, Mabel's grandson, credits the company's
size and agility for much of its success. "In a larger corn-
puny, the decisionmaking process is considerabl y more
tomplicatecC' he says. "Here, it's done by three or four peo-
ple, not three or four departments. We can make pricing
dccisio,tr based solely co what makes sense, not on -share-
holtIerdenlands." Chelsea Milling focuses on effh.icnt

peratioc-. and bairdles every aspect of ersanafacturing,
except pristing tic classic boxes, at Its factors.

Chelsea's marketing strategy ato has much tO do with its
succors, fliroughout itsinstory, thsccimpany has neverathtr
used or used one at the staples of grocery more maslceth,g
coupcns. Never using advertising soundslike a recipe for ff11-
are for a curnpsusy imiskingfood s'odtscts in this rnethawich,
odserticing Iadn world, but Holmes readily admits he thinkt
Chelsea Milling is an ex c eption. He credits the crrssipany's
li,iig and riot, histor,' that has enabled it to build up Seneca-
tiont of goodwill as one family tnexrsber . passes on the tracli-
don ol using Jidy products to the next generation.

Despite its lack of advertising, Chelsea Milling does
have a marketing strategy, and is is built on the principles
f mualisv and clue. 'Oei ap 'acb is to give people the

bi1 value, which is a cobioation at two things," says
Holmes. "Thai's the highest-quality ingredients with the
best price. The only way to do that is to take out the 30
percent to 52 percent of the end cost that's passed on to
consurners by removing advertising, merchandising, and
so torth:	 -

Because Chelsea Milling does not incur any of these
costs, Jiffy's prices are one-third to one-half less than its
competitors. That significant price advantage gets ens-
tonsers' attention, which, in sian, gets the attention of super-
market retailers. "In our stores, Jiffy does tin-tue times the
sales of the next closest item," says a spokesperson for
Keoger, the nation's largest grocery chain, Even Kroger's
private-label mixes can't compete with Jiffy because "we
can't match them on cost." 	 -
- Howdy Holmes, who says his former 

c
areer as a profes-

sional race car driver was perfect training to take over a
manufacturing company, saw the need for change when he
took over the helm of the family business in 1987. The
company had become too entrenched in outmoded business
techniques in manufacturing, quality, accounting, and other
key areas. Plus, there was no management succession plan
in place. "Our business model worked against growth,' he
recalls. His goal was to trantfbrut Chelsea Milling 'from a
sole proprietorship into a professionally managed com-
pany." Today, thanks to a preventive maintenance program.
enhanced manufacturing scheduling, upgraded quality
management techniques, better accoun

t
ing controls, and

other improvements, Chelsea Milling's production capacity
has shot up by 40 percent, to 1.6 million boxes of Jiffy
mixes, If Holmes's other plans fall into place, the company
will need all of it. Even in a slowing market, Jiffy's sales
continue to climb. Plus, Holmes says. "Right now we're
just in the metal', msrktut, but we are seriously !ooksng at
export. We are seriously looking at the institutional [mar-
ket]. We are seriously looking at food service. All these are
poseibtlities:'

1.What is the basis for Chelsea Milling's marketing strat-
egy? How effective is it?	 -

2.How easily could a competitor duplicate Chelsea's mar-
keting strategy for Jiffy? Epiain.

3. How saccesful do you think a company lunching a
product such as lirfy today would be if it never advertised?
Explain.

4. How would you evaluate tile oppurtuti .sties Chelsea
Milling Piers for Jiffy products 7

Sews-em. iamil Ltskire"Jiffyv -Sterns ttrelpo' F5B. Dr,csnmb'sr -
200.t/Jttwsary 2002. pp. 5t5-4tt "Conipsay History. Chetass Milling
UO(UIfly, www.jityrnU_cOWatmSiOryMtrfl!.	 -
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This philosophy of speed is called time compression management (TCM), and it involves
three aspects: (1) speeding new products to market, (2) shortening customer response time in
manufacturing and delivery, and (3) reducing the administrative time required to fill an order.
Studies show plenty of room for improvement; most businesses waste 85 to 99 percent of the
time it takes to produce products or services without ever realizing it!

For example, when managers and employees at United Electric Controls, a family-owned
maker ofof temperature and pressure controls and sensors, studied their production process, they
were amazed at what they found, in their 50,000-square-foot factory, "We had one product that
traveled 12 miles just in our plant" says one manager Rearranging the plant's layout around
products rather than processes solved the problem. "The product that once traveled 12 miles

now travels 40 feet," he says. "The outcome was a reduction in lead time from to or 12 weeks
.....'is

w jusi a coupleoj aura, -

Although speeding up the manufacturing process is a common goal, companies using TCM
have learned that manufacturing takes only 5 percent to 10 percent of the total time between an
order and getting the product into the customer's hands. The rest is consumed by clerical and
administrative tasks. "The primary opportunity for TCM lies in its application to the adminis-
trative process," says one manager.

Companies relying on TCM to help them turn speed into a competitive edge should:

• "Reengineer" the entire process rather than attempt to do the same things in the same way—only
faster.

• Create cross-functional learns of workers and give them the power to attack and solve problems.
In world-class companies, product teams include engineers, manufacturing workers, salespeople,
quality experts—even customers.

• Set aggressive goals for reducing time and stick to the schedule. Some companies using TCM
have been able to reduce cycle time from several weeks tojust a few hours!

• Rethink the supply chain. Can you electronically link with your suppliers or your customers to
speed up orders and deliveries?

• Instill speed in the culture. At Domino's Pizza, kitchen workers watch videos of the fastest pizza
makers in the country.

• Use technology to find shortcuts wherever possible. Properly integrated into a company's strat-
egy for speed, technology can restructure a company's operating timetable. Rather than build
costly, time-consuming prototypes, many time-sensitive businesses use computer-aided design
and computer-assisted manufacturing (CAD/CAM) to speed product design and testing.

• Put the Internet to work for you. Perhaps nothing symbolizes speed better than the Internet, and
lie,,i,,nnn Ct,,,.',",n harn,n 1a Ann in TCSaI""''"-"""""b"

MARKETING ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB

Much like the telephone, the fax machine, and home shopping networks, the World Wide Web
has become a revolutionary business tool. Although two-thirds of small business owners use the
World Wide Web (WWW), the vast network that links computers around the globe via the
Internet and opens up endless oceans of information to its users, to research other companies,
the majority of them are still struggling to understand how it can work for them and how they
can establish a meaningful presence on it. Businesses get on the Web by using one of thousands
of electronic gateways to set up an address (called a Universal Resource Locator, or URL)
there. By establishing a creative, attractive Web site, the electronic storefront of a company on
the Web, even the smallest companies can market their products and services to customers
across the globe. The Web gives small businesses the power to broaden their marketing scope to
unbelievable proportions. In fact, one of the greatest benefits to small business owners of
launching a Web site is providing customers with another convenient shopping channel.
According to a study by the Small Business Administration (SBA) Office of Advocacy, 67 per-
cent of small businesses that esuibiished Web sites reported thai their sites biouglit in new us

tomers. 79 According to the Verizon Superpages.com Fourth Annual Small Business Internet
Survey, 55 percent of small business owners with Web sites say their sites are either breaking
even or are earning a profit.80

dMWb

World Wide Web
(W"WW'}—the vast network
that links computers around the
globe no the Internet and apens
ob endless oceans of inbm,atAoi'
to its users.
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With its ahilii y to display colorful graphics. sound. animation. and video as well as text. tile
Web allows small companies to equal—even surpass—their larger rivals Web presence.
Although small companies cannot match the marketing efforts of their larger competitors dol-

lar for dollar, a creative Web page can be the great equalizer" in a small company's marketing
program. "It's like advertising your product in the world's largest directory,' says the president
of the Internet Society. "The [World Wide Webj lets small companies expand far beyond their
immediate region. [It is] a phenomenal commercial opportunity that offers businesses a world-

wide marketing and distribution system."81
The number of Internet users worldwide has more than doubled from 352.2 million in 2000

to 709.1 million in 2004.82 The rise in the number of potential customers is creating a huge
increase in online revenues for businesses. In that same time period, c-commerce revenues

climbed from SIll billion to l.3l% trillion. 83 Unfortunatel y, most small businesses are not

yet taking advantage of the Web's tremendous marketing potential; only 33 percent of small
companies have Web sites.' Of those small businesses that do have Web Sites, ouly 24 percent
actually generate revenues from online sales. The most common reasons small business own-
ers cite for not creating a Web presence are concerns that their products and services are not
suitable for online sales and the failure to see the benefit of selling online. 85 The result is a dis-

proportionately small impact of small companies on the Web. According to Forrester
Research, although small businesses make up 50 percent of all retail sales in the United States,

they account for just b percent of all online sales!86
Small companies that have established well-designed Web sites understand the Web's

power as a marketing tool and are reaping the benefits of c-commerce. If a business has the
proper marketing strategy in place, it can use the Web to magnify its ability to provide supe-
rior customer service at minimal cost. A customer-oriented Web site allows customers to

gather information about a product or service, have their questions answered, download dia-
grams and photographs, place, orders easily, and track the progress of their orders. As a mar-
keting tool, the Web allows entrepreneurs to provide both existing and potential customers
with meaningful information in an interactive rather than a passive setting. Well-designed

Web sites often include interactive features that allow customers to access information about a
company and its history, three-dimensional views or videos of its products and services in use,
and other features such as question-and-answer sessions with experts or the ability to conduct

e-mail conversations with company officials.

Rodney Mod is cofounder and CEO of TrendSource, a San Diego–based compan y that pni-

ride,s "my stery shopping" services to companies in a wide variet y of industries ranging

from hotels and restaurants to car dealers and video rental stores. More than i io,000 times

a year, TrendSource emplo yees masquerade as regular customers, visit clients ' stores, and

then file a complete report on their customer service experiences. Gathering, compiling,
and presenting those data in a meaningful way used to take at least five days. TrendSource

shoppers would either fax their handwritten forms to the compan y or leave messages with

call centers. Recently, however, Moll established a secure Web site that uses its Rapid

= Knowledge Transfer s y stem, which enables TrendSource employees to enter their shopping

= data instant/v. Once the corn pon y summarizes the data, they become available to clients

almost instantly on the Web with the help of .securirs•' access codes. Not only has the nest sys'

tern enabled TrendSource to cut coos. but it also has reduced customer Sc r's'ii'e times from

five days to les., than 30 hours.' "it's improved our productavifl and efficiency and made

information available [to clientsl virtuall y within a da" sa ys Mo/I,87

The Web gives small businesses the power to broaden their scope to unbelievable propor-
tions. Web-based businesses are open around the clock seven days a week and can reach
customers anywhere in the world. Plus, it gives entrepreneurs the flexibility to operate their

companies from virtually anywhere in the world,

1/li-Anne Pnru,in hi,en h-d Pilgrim on;gn c cc ,'nmonnc' ' lit,, nrckec ;ccq,,e londngs . " 'eth

oo she received as 0 c',.'!lv'ge , roduc,tj('n ,gvft..11thcu 7 h ht'' handhar, ocr' the h,gh ,vtsfc

eign.s stir ,,'ould eipec I In ,y ,' hi 'in ; ipp'afe Vric i ,"f bouliqere, Pv ,'i,', Ire ,spted c !,.u'uie 11,'';

hii cine.s y In Lexington, Virginia, and cell attractive handbay.s (which sell for up to 5500/

through her c,empan\ 's tVeb do'. While she ctm attending college in the mca and p/anoint' lie,
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business Partain fell in love with the locale, where she would drive past abandoned textile fac-

tories and think that they would be the ideal location for her business. Her operating costs
would he much lower in such a location, and there was plenty of mom to expand as her corn-

panv grew. The Web gave her that option. "Since fm selling over the Web, it doesn 't matter

where in manufacturing is." Par/am explains. Currently, Pilgrim Designs turns out about

5,000 handbugs a year and generates more than $1.3 million in sales from one of those old con-

verted Virginia textile mills. Parfain is so pleased with her company's location that she has
formed the Blue Ridge Mountain Business Initiative to encourage other entrepreneurs to
launch businesses there. Pilgrim Designs' Web site, which Partain built herself, has received

awards from Harper's Bazaar and Inc. rnagazinesY'

Small companies that have had the greatest success selling on the Web have marketing
strategies that emphasize their existing strengths and core competencies. Their Web marketing
strategies reflect their "brick-and-mortar" marketing strategies, often focusing on building rela-
tionships with their customers rather than merely scouting for a sale. These companies under-
stand their target customers and know how to reach them using the Web. They create Web sites
that provide meaningful information to their customers, that customize themselves based on
each customer's interests, and that make it easy for customers to find what they want. In short
their Web sites create the same sense of trust and personal attention customers get when deal-

ing with a local small business.
The World Wide Web also allows business owners to link their Sites to other related Web

sites, something advertisements in other media cannot offer. For instance, the home page of a
company selling cookware might include hypertext links to Web pages containing recipes,
cookbooks, foods, and other cooking resources. This allows small business owners to engage
in cross-marketing with companies on the Web selling complementary products or services.
Small businesses also have the ability to get quantifiable results from their Web-based mar-
keting efforts. Many available software packages monitor the number of visitors to a com-
pany's Web site and track their movements in the site, telling entrepreneurs which features

are most popular with customers.
The demographic profile of the typical Web user is very attractive to many entrepreneurs;

young, educated, wealthy, and almost evenly split between males and females. Studies by
Forrester Research show that the average household Income of the typical Web shopper is
$52,300. and 39 percent have college degrees 89 Travel services, computer hardware and
software, books, music, videos, and consumer electronics are among the best-selling items
on the Web, but creative entrepreneurs say that they can use this powerful marketing tool to

sell just about anything.

Mark Zeahin is the CEO of MHP Enterprises, a small family business in Nelson, British

Columbia, that operates to unusual Web-based business: Casketfurniture.com! As its

name implies, the company, which is profitable, sells caskershaped furniture, casket nov-
elt'- products, "casket wear," and even furniture that is convertible into caskets ("simply

remove the shelves"). Caskefurnitu re.com sells afall line of products over the Web, from

the rustic CD coffin, which holds more than 100 CDs ($199.95), and the coffin coffee table

(52,49c) to the caket phone booth ($2,236) and the casket entertainment center 49
Zeahin 's great-gran4father founded the casket-building business In British Columbia in
1927 to supply local communities, but Zeahin has taken the family business to another

level. " With the evolution of the Internet," sa ys Zeahin, "we are proud to offer our prod- -

ucts globally."

Using the Web as a marketing tool requires more than establishing a Web site and wait-
ing For customers to come calling. Just as in any marketing venture, the key to successful
marketiitg on the World Wide Web is selling the right product or service at the right price
to the right target audience. Entrepreneurs on the Web, however, also have two additional
challenges; attracting Web users to their Web sites and converting them into paying cus-
tomers. That requires setting up an electronic storefront that is inviting, easy to navigate,
interactive, and offers more than a monotonous laundry list of standard items. It also
requires promoting the Web site in all of a company's marketing material, from print ads
and radio spots to business cards and company letterhead With a solid marketing strategy
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us a guide. small companies cart—and are—selling everything fruit) w i ne and vacations to
jax'elry and electronics successfull y on the Web. Figure 6.4 provides a summary front an

SBA study of the costs, small mompanues incurred when settinC up their Web StiCs, .

THE MARKETING MX

	

6. DiSCW4 th'ur	 The major elements of a marketing strategy are the four Ps of marketing--produet. place,

	

Pa of mrkadng--	
price, and promotion. These four elements are self reinforcing and, when coordinated. increase

product, pLue, prite.
the sa 1c ,, appeal of a product or service. small business rnariagenri must integrate these elements

and prarrmziorr^

in bulfdn a ' maximize the impact of their product cam service on the Consumer All boa Pu must reinforce
the image cii the product or service the company pmeseuits to the potential .- ustoi tier (One bug-
ii inc retailer claims. None 01 the modc l-ri marvels of computerized Inventory control and

poana-uf-satm. tclScouiimutaicaticiias have replaced Ow need list ths enteeptuitcum who tindemtwuds
the customer und can translate that into the appropriate merettandis': mix

Product

product life cycl---rkribo	 ire product itself is alt essential element in marketing. A pauduel is any item or ser',ice that sat-

the stages ofd Jop,nesuf growth,	 isItes the need ol it I. UhtOIilCf. Produc ti; cant have trtii	 si shape. or they can he services with no

a	 pg	 tsh','cical form. ?rdc .... travel through cancsus stages of dccchp;ro,t;L. The pr.,d.ac i 1 i(c c dr

ueatoductury sage—tnia stage
(see Figure (1) describes these stages Ill growtn. Knowing which stage of the life cycle a prod-

1 n'hsch a product or 16,0(0 mist	
out it; ri allows manage,,,; to make dec)utons about whether or not ft continue r-ell log l ie pcc'dutl

break into 	 market and	 ;uto the	 d whert to introduce new follow-up product,.

nsoercerrw eu.stomrwm imeim In the introductory stalgi marketers present their product to potsr; t tittl u,inaunurtr:'.. Initial
high lee elt; of acceptancr are tare Generally, new products rousi break i orn cv (Cling markets

and compete with esrs.blshdd prOducts Aslver!isiuu1s tund prurn h ltiin help the crew prislust ho
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more quickly recognized. Potential customers must get information about the product, how to
use it, and the needs it can satisfy. For instance, one Asian clothing maker has introduced a line
of business suits with sachets of charcoal and jade powder sewn into the armpits and the crotch.
The company says that the sachets not only absorb odors but they block electromagnetic radia-
tion emitted by computer and television screens! 92 The cost of marketing a product at this level
of the life cycle is usually high because a company must overcome customer resistance and
inertia. Thus, profits are generally low, or even negative, in the introductory stage.

After the introductory stage, the product enters the growth and acceptance stage. In the
growth stage, consumers begin to compare the product in large enough numbers for sales to rise
and profits to materialize. Products that reach this stage, however, do not necessarily become
successful. If in the introductory or the growth stage the product fails to meet consumer needs,
it does not sell and eventually disappears from the marketplace. According to Greg Stevens,
president of a new-product research company, an average of just two new products are
launched out of every 3,000 ideas generated; of the two actually launched, only one succeeds.93

or successful products, sales and profit margins continue to rise through the growth stage.
In the maturity and competition stage, sales volume continues to rise, but profit margins

peak and then begin to fall as competitors enter the market. Normally, this causes reduction in
the product's selling price to meet competition and to hold its share of the market.

Sales peak in the market saturation stage of the product life cycle and give the marketer
fair warning that it is time to introduce the next generation product.

The final stage of the product life cycle is the product decline stage. Sales continue to drop,
and profit margins fall drastically. However, when a product reaches this stage of the cycle, it
does not mean that it is doomed to failure. Products that have remained popular are always
being revised. No firm can maintain its sales position without product innovation and change.
Even Binney & Smith, the maker of Silly Putty, which was first introduced at the 1950
International Toy Fair (with lifetime sales of more than 300 million "eggs"), has introduced
new gold, Day-Glo, and glow-in-the-dark colors. These innovations have caused the classic
toy's sales to rebound, appealing to new generations of children94

The time span of the stages in the product life cycle depends on the type of products
involved. High-fashion and fad clothing have a short product life cycle, lasting for only four to
six weeks. Products that are more stable may take years to complete a life cycle. Research con-
ducted by MIT suggests that the typical product's life cycle lasts 10 to 14 years, but the length
of that life cycle appears to be shrinking.95

Thomas Venable, owner of Spectrum Control, Inc., uses the concept of the product life cycle
to plan the introduction of new products to his company's product line. Too often, companies
wait too late into the life cycle of one product to introduce another. The result is that they are
totally unprepared when a competitor produces 'a better mousetrap" and their sales decline. "If
you are not developing something new early in the current product's life cycle, you're living on
borrowed time," says Venable. "If you wait until your line is mature, you're dead.'

in Vcnablc' industry, a t 2 year life CYCIC common. His company's strategy is to begin turn-
ing out prototypes of sequel products two to three years before the maturity phase of the original
product (see Figure 6.6). "The whole idea behind the process is to avoid crises," Venable says.
"You want to be ready to go with the second product, just as the first one is about to die off."

growth and acceptance
stage—the stage in which sates
and profits materialize.

maturity and competition
stage--the stage in which soles
rise, but profits peak and then foil
as competitors enter the market.

market saturation stage—
stage as which soles peak
indicating the time to introduce
the rros ge,sulut.'.s psudoct.

product decline stage—the
stage in which soles continue to
fall and profli margins decline
drastically.
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and more convenience from businesses, This. trend is one of the forces dnvsnst the rapid groscth
of the World Wide Web as a shcippine trot Entrepreneurs have come up with Other clever ways
to distribute their prcdu'.-ns and services and otter their customers more convenience. For
OStance, many traditionall y stationary businesses have added wheels, becoming mobile aromal

clinicS, computer shops, dentist offices, and windshield repair services.
An y activity involving movement of goods to the point of consumer purchase provides place

utility. Place utility is directly affected by the marketing channels of distribution, the path that
goods or services and their titles mice in moving from producer To consumer. Chsnnels typically
involve a nunihsr of intermediaries who perform spesialired functions that add valuable utility
to the goods or service. These iriterrriedianes provide time utility (making the product mailable
when customers. want to buy it) and place utilit y making the product available urherr customers

want to buy it)

In 1995. uftei' cibsrrvirig the success pla clasSscil music C!) mild by /nigerte retailer V,'rorta .s
Secret, New York producer and recording engineer Billy Straws launched Rock River
Communications, a contpuriv thcu produces brmcktl tHirsts' corn pilaliias. He Jinu!/i' caImi.'InCtml

h,ir','rs ut Pot(e pv tIara 10 lea? market 15.rKx) (tiJra of ci jras coraipi/ciriori titled A Cool Chiatmas.
the retailer sold She tThtitt c,!vJer in fits! 1/ieee ,i'reks, opwtutg the door to Rock flier us (lie ,,iu,yic
supplier to other oiisjor ,'etculers such as J. Creic Eddie &iiu',: Lam' fJrr'sinu, Atrota,tt, Republic. Old

Nciir. wicl,:onte,vhot surprisingl y, ./ fl' Lillie and Chef So mci price. Rock River sells more thcui $8
,nulhon worth of music cO!:;pilautG/;.t ottritia//v, making itt/ic equivalent oft; ,nul.r,ze record label",

For ecrisurner goods, there are four comniiioii channels of distribution (see Figure 6.7

Manufacturer to Cans,inirr. In some markets, producer; sell their r oods or services direct!',' to
consumers. Services, by nature, follow this channel of disinhirticin, Dental cure and haircuts, for
example, go directl y from creator Its consumer.

2. ManiiJacritrer to Retailer in Consume, Another comri,n channel I nvolvrss a retailer as Sri
tntcrrnsdiai'y, Marty clothing items, hook y . shoes. intl ,'itti cou,sssii;ei prc'elim':ts are rJistcihutvd
in tills manner,

3. Mri riujac'orrr'r /t' Wholesaler to Rtiriilr,' 1' Consumer ib,' :, ci. the must s'otlsrnon channel of
distnhi.mtic'rm. Prepac k'igcJ [nod product hardware. is,; •., and cihc, liens are cornmI misty dis(r,t .

-u ted through ibis cI .ronc -

4 A'luu,itiic'iureriu 141,ole,,ilms, 0, Whide:,alet to Consumer. A lets consumes gcaxJ (e.g.. agncultcir;iJ
elcctn 'ral ci'.rnponents , fc.11uw this pritreni of diitribution

Two chsutat'is of distribution see COtaIi,ctn for industrial ood'; I see t' 5 iiturms 6.S),

I Manufacturer to /n,'fl,,orjc,l 1,1st,. The rmmatoritv of industrial vc,cnts is distributed directl y 1mm
manufacturers to user, in some Cases, the good, sit service; ale designee to cocci the user
speeificaiiofls.

Aion,dim, muter to Who/pm' n/pr to jnj 1 mrrr;) I free. Most expense iterils paper clips, paper. rubber
Lmsuid, ciecuuiuig fluld y i fiat fluluis, suu,uu,icnii'm us 's ru'siUuicd ihr'::'rmair wbuicsaiet. fol iiJC'si

small riaanufac'ueex-u, stistnbutiii g goods throu gh established whc'lc.ai 'sr; run'1 acents i' silica the
most effective route.
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Price

Almost everyone agrees that the price of the product or service is a key factor In the decision Lu
buy. Price affect' both sales volume and profits, and without the right price. both sales and prof-
its will suffer As we will see in the next chaptr, the right price fur a pi ,wjuct or 5cr/ice depends
on three factors (I)u si-nail cotctpaanys coat structure, (2) an assessment of what i-he market will

ai,'i (3) line desued usage tiuc cunhupunty wauuis no unease lit its cUstutliebs flUhlus.
For many crrttl businesses, rinuipoce comocriuon—ioc•using on factois other than price—is

a more effecttve sIrategy than trying to beat larger competitors in a price war. Nonprice compe-
tition, a c- free trial offers. tyee delivery, lengthy warranti, and mone y -hack guarantees,
j flind to piay down the products price and stress its durability, quality, reputation, or special
features- We will dtse usc pricing in more detail in Chapter .

Promotion(3 thin

Promotion uric-cit-es both advertising and personal e)ling. Its gc,al is to mimi -rn and persuade
consumers. Advertising communicates to potential customers through some mass medium the
benefits of a good or servIce. Personal selling irtvolvs the Sri of persu.us-e sal c on a one to
one basis, A small company's promotional program can play a significant role in creatin g a spe-
cittc image in its customers' minds—whether it iv upscale discount, or sorne"ihere in between.
"Marketing is not a battle of products; its a battle of perceptions." says one marketing expert5
We will discuss promotion in taore detail in Chapter S.

C IGUC 6 8 Channel, ul

Disrr,buuon--tridusrrmal Goods

L Describe the principles of building a
guerrilla marketing plan and explain
the benefits of preparing one.
A major part of die entrepreneur's business plait is the nrarkrrav.g
Plan, which focuse', on a cocnpsut, a iargrt customer; arid how best
to a-atoP, her needs-and wants. A cobb rnntrkrr.uig plain should-

UcICiHhntiC s-Stonier terd tnt,) is-wits rhrcugti nc-rrirkrt rwsear;.h

wingmen Lbs--puss tic target cs-nan-ks-c.; liv: cc ifiparn y miii s-em-c
sitisIcoc the rirnt , cun'npertt!ve5dsarntucrs mini build ii roar
ks-tiny s-rure'; around SIiiOm

rate a markc--1,v c, jljm t b:,; rn-c-,-, cocttnner cs-s-it,: and as-ni;,,

2. Expdn how smaji bueresses can
Pinpoint their target markets ,
Suud 0arkct s-as-ass-h hnlp: lw 50,055 pu;sfsC'wt iil: tdfsiCL trill
lvi. rhe tills, •:i.,css-'..;fsit bus-trw-s-s-c hs:e v-'sIi-dei5 ns-cl portrait-s
cd the s-a d orns-f c the; are se;'kii;g to sass-act.

3. Discuss the role of market research
in building a guerilla marketing plan and
outline the market research process.
Market rnseas,.ft is; the vs-his-Is- for gathering ihs- hilt -i mint tori that
serves as, the foundation of the rtsarketirr g plain. Guard research
clues ,tr'i have Is, hi un.irnple'c and expensive a hs- useful. The
clefs- lit condo5 trig nirurkei research irIs lade

ia U-fl itt rig the ubro, in ar---' - - 'A icat ci-;, cia -at:	 u K, ,, ,A T -

osllecruiig the Outni troll, ettitet put'Oar, or ;Ccimndu'',
Sours -es

as-tl i - sang and tries-peering inc data.

dta'stngs-cnrnsf .asion s mind as-t;nis- cml; Lheir.
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4. Describe how a small business can
build a competitive edge in the
marketplace using guerilla marketing
strategies: customer focus, quality,
convenience, innovation, service, and
speed.
When plotting a marketing strategy, owners must strive to
achieve a competitive advantage—some way to make their
companies different from and better than the competition.
Successful small businesses rely on the following to develop a
competitive edge:

• find a niche and till it
• don't just sell—entertain

• strive to be unique

• connect with the customer on an emotional level

• focus on the customer

is devotion to quality

• attention to convenience

• concentration on innovation

is dedication to service

• emphasis on speed

--:	 4]
I. Define the marketing plan. What lies at its center?
2. What objectives should a marketing plan accomplish?
3. Flov; can market research benefit a small business owner?

List some possible sources of msrkt information

4. Does market research have to be expensive and sophisti-
cated to be valuable? Explain.

5. Describe several market trends that are driving markets into
the new millennium and their impact on small businesses.

fi. Why is it important for small business owners to define
their target markets as part of their marketing strategies?

7. What is a competitive advantage? Why is it important for a
small business owner to create a plan for establishing one?

8. Describe how a small business owner could use the follow-
ing sources of competitive advantage:

• focusing on a niche
• entertailing
• striving to be unique
• creating an identity (or the business
• connecting with customers on an emotional level
• focusing on the customer
• devotion to quality
• attention to convenience
• concentration on innovation
• dedication to service
• emphasis on speed

S. Discuss the marketing opportunities
the World Wide Web (WWW) offers
entrepreneurs and how to best take
advantage of them.
The Web offers small business owners tremendous marketing
potential on a par with their larger rivals Entrepreneurs are just
beginning to uncover the Web's profit potential, which is grow-
ing rapidly. Establishing a presence on the Web is important for
companies targeting educated, wealthy, young customers,
Successful Web sites are attractive, inviting, easy to navigate.
interactive, and offer users something of value.

6. Discuss the "four Ps" of marketing—
product, place, price, and promotion—
and their role in building a successful
marketing strategy.
The marketing mix consists of the "four PS":

• Product, Entrepreneurs should understand where in the
product life cycle their products are.

• P1". The foc:'s here is on choosing the appropriate chats-
net of distribution and using it most efficiently.

• Price Setting the right price for a product or service is
partly an art and partly a science.

• PromozionPromotion involves both advertising and per-
sonal selling.

9. One manager says. "When a company provides great service,
its reputation benefits from a stronger emotional connection
with its customers, as well as from increased confidence that
it will stand behind its products." Do you agree? Explain. If
so, describe a positive service experience you have had with a
company and your impressions of that business. What are the
implications of a company providing poor customer service?
Once again, describe a negative service experience you have
had with a company and your impressions of that business.
How likely ate you to do business with that company again?

10. What marketing potential does the World Wide Web offer
small businesses? What does it take for a company to mar-
ket successfully using the Web?

11. Explain the concept of the marketing mix. What are the
four Ps?

12. List and explain the stages in the product life cycle. How
can a small firm extend its product's life?

11 With a 70 percent customer retention rate (average for
most U.S. firms, according to the American Management
Association), every $1 million of business in 2000 will
grow to more than $4 million by the year 2010. if you
retain 80 percent of your customers, the $1 million will
grow to a Little over $6 million. If you can keep 90 percent
of your customers, that $1 million will grow to more than
$9.5 million. What can the typical small business do to
increase its customer retention rate?
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What steps can business owners take to becomeeffective
marketers; even if they lack the resources of ihir larger cooi-
peotors'? After reviewing the material in Chapter 6, outline
the steps of the guerrilla-marketing plan you intend to
implement in your business.

If you are planning to buy a franchise, you should review
the reference material on marketing a franchise on The
Business Disc From the menu across the top of your screen,

Ws

select the 'Reference" option and then clia on General
Information," Click on Mnrkctinc Fotiichi:; fOr
Success" and review the , olicept, in this reference guide and
in Chapter 6. Write a brl'ef report suiliroaneing your con.!-
party's target n5 *ei, the characteristscs of he people or
businesses tn il;'ni'rt the steps you plan to take to market
your franchise successfully.

B

	

	 You will use the concepts
In this chapter as well 5SPPro those in Chapters 7 and 8
to create much of your

business plan. indeed, about one--fourth to one-third of your
plan ihouid be devoted to the marketing plan. In the following
sections, of the f3ustnev Planif'r5s you must 'tell the story" of
how you determined that a market exists for the products or
scm-ices of your proposed business themarketing segments are
targeting the unique selling pruni,^,jhufi you plan to use to dif-
ferentiate your products and services, and now you will reach
the market and motisSle customer ,, to purchase.

YOUR COMPANY
This series of steps iii Business Finn Pro will allow you to
create the basics of the e5t:CUti'.!e Ceirrimary. In part one of
this section you can set forth the nature of the business, If
the bavirtess is in actual operation, you should 'trite a brief
history of the business in this section. if the busnncs.os is not
it opesatrens yct. the aeclion should incluue your rationale
for fhe vent,se'

I  thiS seCtion s-ou should dr . roaterlral from Chapter 4 of
yuui • tecthok a rid the sections that deal with for-a of own-
ershi p. Your rr:.punse to tin:; section of the bnsiitess plait
':hr,isld reflect is detailed ,irniIs;-. .1 the OuriOtin legal frms
V c's ner';hup .ini! wh the farm fi thai yor bruce selected is the
lest ldr sour prursesed hsi;irtesv venture

WHAT YOU ARE SELLING

Use the concepts ,n,rtniu ned in thr chapter to help cu
describes-hint 00 are selling Rercirnher to cr'rrridcc thr
n,tang 'rI g fleec y sour pri duct or service mcci

SERVICE SUMMARY

'r';:'snr plan sttoulu lulli di cuss the Irrisquc nature 01 the 5cr-
'ccc' verne business provides ta ctst: 'rnen; scud the factors
that rn,dc uhisu sec ,, ....1srI,.s no tiuO.c cdle'eI by :ouir
ecu I pc ii

Restew the concepts in Pmpoinnueg ire Target Market" Ott
pages 176 and l7jr	 use eir o help you develop a clear
picture of your targ' "w-rorne

th

 . Be sure in. include all the
details y ou can about the specitic tmarket for your proposed
product/services.

THE MARKET ANALYSIS SUMMARY-	
1.•-

This one or two paragraph statem&n 5mus! demonstrate to
your business plan reader that y ou hln".h rrw'stigated your
proposed market thoroughly. Like the financial arpect if
your husmnes; plan, which fouitsc's on crush flow, net income,
and owners equity, the market, analvcis projects numbers
but analyses then] froos a different perspective. Here y.ui
ulisrriaie t 'ous 10101 rernanusseu the cuatnurner,

MARKET ANALYSIS TABLE
Preseflt, the dctarled tlrrgeL'nnarkct CnaI -isis that you
conducted for your proper.rnd . hess hiuccicar v'eoruire,Fcspe-
rifle in developing a p rofile oCthe se gments vtiu are trsr;et-
tog trod estimate the growth of each market segment over the
five year time horizon. If you rgport exceptionally large per-
centage Increases or decrease; in any segment over tine titTie
period. he sure to e Sp!ain both the causes (1 these charngsv.
I ,, well as the smrraet itt your bfis noecs st-noirp.

x f l.uc'natn;rn nil CCCh trAFgCi utWi'/,ii .neyrnn i rr, its ticlijded
iii tin j Lqn eg t neiu i ar i uns en tn r ii in  i tie
mince specilcalt', OU. mar ctmcr'nte r'ar.fr rrnarkei eCrOenii tile
bCttei> cu will uridersitsid '', hvr.'J rw:su'eai is nrruiSni mutt Lind
bce-c the nrurkcrting :l1'alcrgiC's Sc] inter diel;,'id will stieceeni

TARGET MARKET SEGflNT
STRATEGY

',CflJS cut cLrr,n;.'ir	 'wmnig lint
pu .!rslC r,tnatey,ie; itt cmi vesy'umear a, hieft ru . .] la.!: nic'rrtihed
act;! nir'flned [ 'c sniP. . roe rkr.'i regnie : .! 1 ,il c 1.'ac: ct is5'

Picture, riciw vlsi must drsnonssi:atc' the ii irOns1; or
sin wilt utilize Is ffy"Cpiv k s-s- g,rh ri, is Sergei cusioni±r'.

'the SectCn L on, i!trri,ri	 t	 .il;t is' i , iS. itt']lCtt': ol
and ii i-tea tSCttii rcrgetlic-i.
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THE BUSINESSYOU'RE IN
In this section write a detailed explanation of the economic
and competitive environment your business faces. If other
external factors such as the political or lcgaltregulatniy euvi-
roninent are important, include a detailed description of the
interaction of all relevant factors and their potential impact
on the economic viability of the veiwe.

SERVICE BUSINESS ANALYSIS
if your venture is a service business. or if services are an
important past of the new venture, be sure to describe how
Your company will set apart its service oflëtings to gain a
competitive advantage over con4etlll3rS.

FACTORS OF COMPETITiON
Always critical, this section must include a detailed and thor-
ough discussion and analysis of each of the coaent and poten-
tial competitors. There is no substitute for this level of depth of

analysis. The business plan must demonstrate that You have
evaluated this critical factor and can identify in realistic teniss,
how your business will successfully compete. Know why cus-
tomers make purchasing decisions and bow your proposed
venture can gain their business. Be honest as you describe yaw
cnmpetis strengths and weaknesses. Discuss the cutiomet
appeaL aicin& advertising services of competitors' vra1s
and services.

YOUR SALES FORECASTISALES
STRATEGY
The focus of this section is on how you plan to sell your

product/services. Again, it is very specific.
What are the key features that the sales presentation will

form upon?
do you know how to qualify the buyer in the market?
how will you evaluate the hover specific needs?
what are the signs that the buyer is interested?
And very important, how do you close the sale?
Every business is unique, and the sales strategy must be tai-
lored to the relationship between thcbuyer's aceds!wa145 and
the key features of the products/services you are offering.

SALES FORECAST TABLE
Complete this table and be una that your sales forecast and
the cost of sales are as accasate as possible.

EXPLAIN SALES FORECAST
This is the narrative that explains the numbers in the Sales

Forecast Table. Be nan that you include the assumptions on
which you have developed your sales forecast. Explain why
your sates ale projected to increase or decrease over time.
Include key events that may impact your sales and bow and
why they were included in your sales forecast. For example,
if you knuw that th0 I jeve Watt Olympics slinoid be
capitaliied.Will be held in your area within the next four
yenta /and you jars happen to be selling hat chocolate new
the slopesi it is perfectly, acceptable to include this in your
sales forecast and accompanying narrative.

Finally. when you evaluate your numbers, and the assump-

tions that support them, we they realistic? Developing finais-
dat forecastsusing published statistics frcan sources such as
RMA Annual Statement Studies, market research, industry
studies, and odar stances lends credibility to Your plan.

YOUR MARKETING PLAN
Com	 Edge
As with all components of the business plan—be detail

oriented. Do nut make a statement about your competitive

edge dint is simply a generalization and without an expla-
nation of the strategies you will use to create this advan-
tage. Incorporatc material from your marketing and sales
plan that will show how these strategic advantages will
result in the number of customers you fosasL

MARKT1NG STRATEGY SUMMARY
A marketing strategy should present a dow link to genenift
sales revenue. Never assinne that anything is obvious to the
reader spell stout with the use of detailed 

analysis mid expla-

nation of all assumptions on which the analysis rests. Your

company's pricing, product, distribution, and promotion
plans together should produce a unified marketing strategy.
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I. Interview the owner of a local restaurant about its marketing strategy. From how large
a geographic region does the restaurant draw its clientele? What is the firm's target
market? What are its characteristics? Does the restaurant have a competitive edge?

..t_	 ...5/
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2. Select a local small manufacturing operation and evaluate its primary product. What
stage of the product life cycle is it in? What channels of distribution does the product
follow after leaving the manufacturer?

3. Visit the Web site for the Small Business Administration's "Marketing Mail" at
. linrwhcrov/docc'market Interview a local business owner, usin g the

resources there as a guide. What sources for developing a competitive edge did you
find? What weaknesses do you see? How do you recommend overcoming them?
What recommendations can you make to help the owner make better use of its mar-

keting techniques? Evaluate the business's approach to the four Ps of marketing.
What guerrilla marketing strategies can you suggest to enhance current marketing
efforts?

4. Contact three Local small business owners and ask them about their marketing strate-
gies. How have they achieved a competitive edge? Develop a series of questions to
judge the sources of their competitive edge—a focus on the customer, devotion to
quality, attention to convenience, concentration on innovation, dedication to service,
and emphasis on speed. How do the businesses compare?

5. Select three local businesses (one large and two small) and play the role of "mystery
shopper." How easy was it to do business with each company? How would you rate
their service, quality, and convenience? Were salespeople helpful and friendly? Did
they handle transactions professionally and courteously? How would you rate the
business's appearance? How would you describe each company's competitive advan-
tage? What future would you predict for each company? Prepare a brief report for
your class on your findings and conclusions.
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